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van Eyck, Leonardo, El Greco, Vermeer, Constable, Whistler, 
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Nerves of 
Steel 

TVlHETHER in the 
W Control Tower, in 

the Hangars or on the 
Airfield, you, just as much 
as the men who fly, must have nerves of steel. The energy that 
you burn up in the course of the day must be replaced if you are 
to prevent general fatigue from over-taking you. Rest, alone, is 
insufficient - the nerve cells of your body need something more. 
Men who need nerves of steel take 'Ovaltine', the fortified 
food-drink which contains all those precious elements so 
necessary to health and vitality. 
, Ovaltine' at bedtime induces health giving sleep, restores 
depleted nervous energy and keeps the body in perfect condition. 
Make' Ovaltine' your certain beverage night and morning. 
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Sold in Airtight Tins 
by all Chemists and Stores 

THE discovery of D.D.T. -the new insecticide-heralds a new era in 
man's ceaseless fight for mastery against disease. A hard-won early 
success in the fight was the knowledge, gained from independent research 
at different times in many places, that INSECTS are primarily respon
sible for carrying widespread infection among mankind. To mention 
but a few, Dysentery is spread by the common House-Fly, Malaria and 
Yellow Fever by the Mosquito, Typhus by Lice, Sleeping Sickness by the 
Tsetse Fly-and there are hosts of others. 

Realising the ravages they wreak, it is not surprising to know that these pests them
selves are born of dirt, decay, refuse or ~tagnancy. Science proves their breeding 
incidence can be retarded by improved sanitation, bush clearance, good drainage, 
personal and domestic hygiene, and by pipe-borne water supplies. Significantly this 
says much for the true instincts of progressive peoples of all races and climes who, 
throughout the ages, have made a virtue of cleanliness. 

For years the use of Insecticides has been a chemical method of preventative action, 
with varying success. A new, and most powerful weapon has now been proved in 
Dicloro-diphenyl-trichlorethane-a synthetic preparation more familiarly abbreviated 
as D.D.T. Though known of some 70 years ago, its vast possibilities were not then 
realised. Reintroduced by Paul Muller of Basle, D.D.T. saved Switzerland's 1939 
potato crop from the ravages of the Colorado Beetle, and large scale British and 
American experiments have followed under war conditions. 

Used as a spray or as a fine dusting powder, D.D.T. is highly lethal to insects and 
does not harm men or animals unless directly inhaled. Our troops wear clothing 
specially impregnated with D.D.T. and have been virtually free of lice. . 

During the 1914-18 War, over 3,000,000 deaths occurred from lice-borne infection. 
In striking contrast, D.D.T. prevented a major disaster in Naples in 1943-44. A Typhus 
outbreak occurred, but some 1,300,000 citizens were disinfected with the powder and, 
for the first time in medical history a Typhus epidemic was halted at high speed in 
mid-winter. Research now continues among other insect-borne diseases, and it 
should not be long before D.D.T. is available for general use and to the eternal 
benefit of mankind. 

i KINGSWAY CHEMISTS, with branches throughout the country, take pride} 
in keeping abreast with modern pharmaceutical achievements, and are able to 

render devoted service of the highest quality to Doctors, to Native Administra

tion or Mission Dispensaries, and to public health everywhere in West Africa. 
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Cooking fats have been a problem 

not easy to solve. Cold Store lard 

is the answer that will bring the 

smile back to your cook's face and 

restore digestion to normal. 

Our butter from Vom is stored 

under ideal conditions which ,gets 

it to your table as fresh and tasty 

as the day it was made. 

Our cheese, too, retains its fine 

flavour for the same reason. That 

is why it is the best you can buy 

either for cooking or eating. 

The full, rich flavour of home-

made liver pate makes a satisfying 

dish. And in a sandwich it is 

delicious. Put it on your next 

order-list. 

COLD STORE 
Our service ensures a pleasing variety of fresh provisions 

maintained under the most hygienic conditions. 
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SCIENCE AND THE COMMUNITY 

THE EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT of the 
natural resources of a country to-day depends 
more than ever on scientific control. For this 
purpose increasing numbers of trained Scientists 
are required. 

It gives us pleasure to be able to co-operate in 
this important work by supplying the scientific 
equipment with which the necessary basic train
ing is being provided in Nigerian Educational 
Institutions. 

w. & J. GEORGE & BECKER LTD 

Export Office: 
17-29 HATTON WALL 

LONDON, E.C.I 

ESTABLISHED 1872 

REGISTERED 
TRADE MARK 

Cablegrams: 

NIVOC, LONDON 

t.AISORATORY FURNISHERS. MANUFACTURERS O.F SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS. BALANCES 
AND WEIGHTS. SUPPLIERS OF CHEMICALS AND ANALYTICAL REAGENTS. 
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This photograph shows only a small part of the great stock of books comprising 

thousands of volumes, at the C.M.S. Bookshop, Lagos. 

H we have not the book you require in stock, let us 

order it for you. We pay all costs of ordering and transit, 

and deliver it to you at the London Published Price. 
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C.M.S. BOOKSHOP 
LAGOS • . BRANCHES THROUGHOUT NIGERIA 
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G. GOTTSCHALCK & co. 
(WEST AFRICA) LTD. 

A NOTE TO 

HOUSE OWNERS 

It is a wise economy to 
keep your house painted 
and to effect repairs in 
good time. Unprotected 
woodwork or a leaking 
roof may soon involve you 
in expensive repairs. The 
old saying, "A stitch in 
time saves nine" is very 
true as applied to house 
property. It is a further 
economy to use good 
materials. Poor quality 
paint and distemper may 
look bright for a few 
months but soon fade and 
peel off. We stock the 
best makes of paint and 
distemper (Red Hand Paint 
and Morses Distemper) 
that can be relied on to 
stand the effect of sun, 
rain, and harmattan. 

We specialise in high
grade building materials, 
including Celotex, but can 
also SUPPlY everything for 
the handyman from a screw 
or a stick of solder to the 
most up-to-date san itary 
fitti ngs all ready for easy 
installation. 

All the above obtainable from 

G. GOT T se HA Le K & CO. 
(WEST AFRICA) L TO. 

Phone: 015 1 
LAGOSf 

Telegrams: "HARDWARE" 

I BADAN-MI NNA-ZARIA-GUSAU-KANO-JOS 
SOKOTO & KATSINA 
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If you are thinrking of 

BUILDING 'A HOUSE . 
why not fit 

HOPE'S 
STEEL WINDOWS 

and have done with: 

TERMITES 

DRY ROT 

HARMATTAN 

BURGLARS 

CO RROSION, ETC. 

...... , ........ ' .... 111 .. 11111 •• 

HOPE'S STEEL WINDOWS ARE HOT-DIP GALVANISED 

and obtainable from 

G. GOTTSCHALCK & co. (W.A.) LTD. 
LAGOS (phone 15) and BRANCHES 
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THE UNION TRADING CO. LTD. 
MOTOR DEPARTMENT 

The hydraulic car elevator with complete pressure greasing and 
oiling apparatus. The most up-ta-date equipment in the country. 

TheUnionTradingCo. Ltd. 
2 JOSEPH STREET 
LAGOS ~LE59tN~ 

AGENTS FOR 

OLDSMOBILE CARS AND G.M.C. TRUCKS 

GENERAL MOTORS SERVICE STATION 
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K"tiak FILMS 
K"tiak PLATES 
K"tiak PAPERS 

do full justice to your subjects 
and to your photographic skill 

Kodak Limited, KINGSWAY , LONDON, W.C.2 
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M:ADE with ' a base of white Portland 
. Cement, ' easily mixed and then 

brushed on to Concrete, Brick or Stone 
walls, 'SNOWCEM' Waterproof Cement 
Coating will keep out rain and moisture. 
'SNOWCEM' can improve the appearance 
of your building and protect it from heat 
as well as rain. Every builder and 
decorator should know about 'SNOWCEM' . 

AGENTS: 

THE UNITED AFRICA CO., LTD. 
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THE NEW 
GOQ.DYEAR .TYRES 

ensure mileages withC?ut equal 

De Luxe 
All-Weather 
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WORLD OVER RIDE ON 

GOODYEAR TYRES THAN 

ON ANY OTHER M AK,E 



SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

The chemical laboratory of the Government 
College,lbadan] 

[A pparatus and equipment by 
Philip Hams Ltd. 

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRACTICAL WORK 

Science laboratories fully equipped from our 
comprehensive stock of apparatus for Chemistry, 
General Physics, Electricity, Botany, etc., etc., etc. 
Microscopic, Magnifiers, Balances and Weights, 
Calorimeters and everything for scientific research. 

ALL SuRGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES 

PHILIP HARRIS LTD. 
Scientific ·lnstrument and Laboratory Specialists 
Contractors to the Crown Agents for the Colonies, Colonial Governments, etc. 

Edmund Street BffiMINGHAM ENGLAND 
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SogOO d
fotBaby 

KLIM is your answer to the problem of giving baby 
fresh, pure cow's milk, even when no cows are kept in 
your locality! 

KLI¥ is pure milk in powder form. You just 
add water as directed on the tin and you have dairy 
quality milk with all its nourishing properties. Nursing 
mothers and babies derive great physical benefits from 
the use of Klim. Keep Klim in your store cupboard 
for your tea, coffee or cooking. 

. .. First In Preference The World Over" 

On Sale at all principal stores 
in West Africa. 
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Bovril for energy 

You can't beat a cup of hot stimulating Bovril 
for putting new cheer and energy in~o ~ou. 
Bovril builds strength, and helps good digestIon. 
It tastes so good, too. Drink a cup betwee~ 
meals, as an invigorating pick-me-up. Serve 1t 
before meals to encourage appetite and get the 
best out of other food. 

There • 
lS only one . 
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N I G ··E R I A 
No. 24. 1946 

Although this magazine is published un?er the <Egis of. the ~~vernment 
of Nigeria, the artic/es do not necessarily represent officIal opinIOn unless 

expressly stated. 

All artic/es and photographs in this magazine are copyright. 

An Ibo lad from Umuahia. He!s a Posts .and Tel~graphs I!epar!ment workshop . 
apprentice but in leisure hours aSSIsts the Editor of thIS magazine with photographIc 

'work. A door to a dark interior makes a good background. 

Published by the Government of Nigeria, and printed by A. Brown 0- Sons, Ltd., London and Hull. 

E DITO RI AL 

ONE function of the magazine is to spread information about new 
developments, original ideas and better ways of doing things 
that help to improve life in West Africa and make it more inter
esting. If readers, coming across such developments or ideas, 

would let the Editor know, arrangements can usually be made to obtain 
photographs or drawings. . 

On the contents page we have printed a small map of Africa with 
Nigeria clearly marked, since many people in the. British Isles and America 
have a very hazy idea of the position of the country and confuse it with 
East or even South Africa. The Editor, when on leave in England, has 
often been asked if he has met Mr. So-and-So, who, on enquiry, is found 
to live in Nairobi or Cape Town. 

This confusion extends to knowledge regarding the people of West 
Mrica, and it is the constant aim of this magazine to present the modern, 
dynamic young Africa to the outside world, not, at the same time, forgetting 
that old Africa has a great cultural contribution to make, especially in the 
world of art. 

The British West African colonies are proud of their place in the rapid 
awakening of Africa that is now taking place. Given the opportunity for 
health and education, there is not a shadow of doubt that our young African 
men and women have the ideals and capacity to lead their people to a most 
worthy place in the community of nations. 

All those responsible for the production of this magazine are happy 
in the privilege of being able to take a part in this work and very much 
appreciate the goodwill and help of contributors, readers and advertisers. 

Recognising the value and interest of good illustrations, we are doing 
everything we can to make the pictures used in this magazine as good as 
possible. Great care is taken over the preparation of the photographs, 
but owing to the absorbent quality of the present, post-war paper, much 
of the detail in the original enlargements is lost in the process of reproduction. 
The use of this paper is due to the rationing system and the acute shortage 
of high quality paper. When purchasing supplies for printing issues Nos. 
24-26 the paper mills could offer no choice between the present paper or 
none at all. The moment better paper, art or imitation art paper, can be 
purchased it is our intention to use it, but in the meantime some relaxation 
in paper rationing has enabled us to make a substantial increase in the 
number of editorial pages. 

Since the first thing most readers do is to look at the pictures, we 
have increased the size of the type used for the captions and made certain 
modifications in the lay-out that we hope will meet with approval and 
make the magazine more attractive. 

We welcome letters from readers regarding contributions appearing 
in the magazine and suggestions for future articles. Readers can also assist 
the progress of the magazine by making it known to their friends. On 
page 235 are full details of how to obtain Nigeria. One European reader 
has already ordered 100 copies to send out to friends at Christmas time 
in the place of the conventional Christmas cards. 

Communications for the Editor should be addressed: 

THE EDITOR, Nigeria, 

Exhibition Centre, 
Marina, Lagos, 

Nigeria, West Africa. 
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IN A RED MANGROVE SWAMP 

Old travel books frequently refer to mangrove swamps as fetid swamps 
and as places exuding evil miasmic vapours. They are much maligned by 
such descriptions; if viewed with the seeing eye of a biologist they are 
places of great interest. 

There are several varieties of mangrove, three different ones can be 
found in the salt-water swamps around Lagos. Two are quite common 
along the creeks of the Niger delta, the Red Mangrove, Rhi~oph~ra r~cemosa, 
that grows into a large spreading evergreen bush, and A VIcenma n1t1da, the 
White Mangrove. Fine specimens of t~e latter fring~ the ba~ks of t~e 
Cross River near Calabar, where it grows mto a substantial. tree w1th a whIte 
trunk about 8 in. diameter. 

The present series of photographs refer to the Red Mangrove that 
flourishes between tide limits by the side of salt-water creeks and lagoons 
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where it forms a dense fring
ing bank of dark evergreen 
vegetation. 

The bushes grow to a 
height of about 16 feet and 
spread outwards with the help 
of long flexible aerial roots. 
These grow from the upper 
branches and curving out and 
down form an almost 'impene
trable thicket as they establish 
themselves in the mud below. 

Each aerial root, that may 
branch before reaching the 
ground, has a hard cap on its 
tip that enables it to penetrate 
the mud or sand with ease. 
These root-caps can be readily 
pulled off with the fingers. 
On the right is a cap that has 
been detached. It is sup
ported by a pin to give an 

idea of its size. 
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Aerial root 
development 

At high tide the 
shaded water under 
the bushes gives 
shelter to many small 
fish, the wet mud or 
sand exposed below 
the bushes at low 
tide becomes the 
feeding and resting 
ground of innumer
able fiddler crabs, 
hermit crabs and 

mud-skipper fish. 



THE MUD-SKIPPER 
One of the strange inhabitants of mangrove swamps 

A common fish of mangrove swamps is the Mud-skipper (Perioph
thalmus) which can not only swim but can skip over a mud or water 
surface and climb up low branches. Its skipping and climbing habits 
are correlated with the development of a rudimentary arm to each of 
the pectoral fins. These arms can be moved backwards and forwards. 
The eyes are arranged close together on top of the head and are capable 
of being turned in every direction. Judging by the difficulty of approaching 
a resting Mud-skipper without causing it to skip away or dive in alarm 
their out-of-water vision appears to be very acute. 

By taking in a supply of water to cover their gills the Mud-skippers can 
remain out of water for a considerable time. In most of the creek districts 
they are neglected as a source of food, but in the Port Harcourt area it 
is not uncommon to see smoked Mud-skippers on sale in the markets, twelve 
skippers per skewer. It is of interest to note that in a mangrove swamp 
near Lagos a Mud-skipper was recently observed being eaten by a snake. 

The photograph shows a fish, natural · size and nearly fully grown 
resting on the root of a mangrove. 
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Two young women 
from a fishing village 
resting after cutting 
Red Mangrove wood 
for firewood. It is 
very suitable for this 
purpose. An infu
sion prepared from 
the bark is much 
used as a net pre-

servative. 

Mangrove wood 
in village 
industry 

Using aerial roots of 
the Red Mangrove 
to construct the 
framework for the 
mud wall of a house. 



Insect users of 
mangrove twigs 

The protective cases 
of a smooth brown 
caterpillar that is oc
casionally found eat
ing the leaves of the 
mangrove. The cases 
1 t in. to 2 in. long 
are made of small 
twigs fastened to
gether with very 
strong silk. When 
not eating the cater
pillar hangs itself up 
in its case from a 

suitable branch. 

The small, pale, yellow-green flowers of the Red Mangrove grow m 
clusters. This photograph shows the flowers natural size. 

Flowers of the Red Mangrove magnified four times life-size. Each 
flower produces much pollen that is readily distributed by the wind. 

Young plants grow on the parent tree 

After a flower has been pollinated the ovary swells up and a few weeks 
later the root of the young embryo begins to grow out and downwards. 
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When maturity is reached the 
embryo separates and falls 
from the ovary. Up to this 
stage the tender leaf tip, tin. 
long, has been socketed and 
protected within a tube like 
growth from the ovary. Some 
African boys have discovered 
that these old ovaries with 
straight t in. deep tubes can 
be used as excellent whistles 
by blowing across the top. A 
little care is necessary to select 

a good working specimen. 
If a straight unhindered fall 
is achieved the young plant 
may imbed itself about 3 in. 
in the soil,. if the brackish 
water covering this is not 
much more than 6 in. deep a 
root system and leaves are 
developed within a few days 

time. 
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More weeks pass, the ovary 
becomes brown, hard am! 
pear shaped. The young em
bryo, with its root-tip growing 
downwards, is now 12 in. 
to 16 in. long and is almost 
ready to drop from the parent 
tree. The tip of the root is 
hard and stream-lined like an 
aerial bomb and is thus weir 
adapted to fall vertically ana 
imbed itself in the mud or 

sand below. 

How the embryo pldnt 
develops and falls 

Three young plants that have fallen successfully from 
the parent bush. The one held in the hand was 
i?ulled up one week after falling. The root system 

. tS already well developed. The plant on the right 
be~ring leaves is about one month old. The plant 
lytn~ on the wet sand between the two upright 
spectmens has made an unsuccessful fall and will 
fail to grow. The small upright objects that appear 
in this photograph are breathing roots sent up by 
underground roots of the White Mangrove, Avicennia 

nitida. 

Some young plants succeed-others 
fail to get established 

A young plant about eight weeks old with a well
developed leaf system and many long underground 
roots. The embryo plant is incorporated as a 

substantial portion of the whole. 
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Mr. A. G. Taylor with his tame palm civet. 

TWO FOREST ANIMALS, A PALM CIVET 
AND A HYRAX AS DOMESTIC PETS 

By A. G. TAYLOR, 

Biology Lecturer, The Higher College, Yaba. 

T HE photograph shows a fully-grown tame palm civet (N~ndinia 
binotata). She was caught 1n August, 1944, and then estImated 
to be about four weeks old. She was reared on milk, a mixed 
cereal porridge, cod liver oil, banana and pawpaw, and l~ter on 

the diet was supplemented with flowers, leaves and palm nuts whIch .she 
selected in the garden, and rice, fish, meat, eggs and a mug <;>f palm. Wl?e. 
The taste for palm wine supports the Africans' tales of palm CIvets dnnkmg 
the wine from their collecting pots until intoxicated. . 

As a kitten, the palm civet soon learned ~o ho.ld her own wIth 
two boisterous pups, making up what she lacked 1n weIght by speed and 
agility. Now that she is full grown, her tactIcs are so unnervmg that. few 
dogs will accept her friendly invitation to a rough and tumble. She IS so 
good tempered that she is content to give a protesting cry rather ~han 
retaliate when hurt. Visitors are warmly embraced and welcomed with a 
low murmuring sound and so far her threatening cry, similar in .timbre to 
that of a tom-cat fighting, is reserved for the staff, whom she stIll regards 
with suspicion. 

Free to roam about, the compound is only occasionally visited to .eat 
grass and flowers and to climb the adjacent palm tree, the rest of the evemng 
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being spent playing in ,our company or investigating the other rooms and 
the roof. 

From a study of tame palm civets it seems probable that they normally 
restrict their activities to a limited area, marking its boundaries by rubbing 
their bellies on stone or tree, thus leaving the scent of their abdominal 
glands. . .. Nocturnal and arboreal animals, the palm civets are equally 
at home on the ground, and well adapted to catch rodents, birds and. 
possibly lizards as an accessory to their insect, fruit and vegetable diet. 

The photograph illustrates the relative size and chief features of a 
fully-grown female palm civet. The spots on the fur are brownish on a 
greyish background, and the typical light spot, unusually faint in this 
specimen, can be seen directly above the shoulder. The tail is thick and 
long and may be hooked over a branch to give support or used as a 
balancing organ. Although an animal that walks on its toes, the hairless 
ankle and wrist can be used to grip a smooth surface which is too hard for 
the sharp retractile claws to penetrate. The pupil of the eye is so con
tracted as to be invisible in the photograph, indicating poor vision in 
daylight, its poor quality in the daytime being shown by the suspicion 
with which common household objects such as a stool are approached till 
the nose assures her that there is no danger, whereas at night the most 
active insect is caught with unerring skill. 

Owing to their restricted movements and nocturnal habits very few 
palm civets are seen, although they are both numerous and widely dis
tributed in the forested areas of Souther~ Nigeria. 

A young hyrax (DendrofDirax dorsalis sylvestris) is another of our 
domesticated animals. Probably six to eight weeks of age when caught, 

A young hyrax (Dendrohyrax dorsalis sylvestris). The photograph shows the three 
stubby toes. 
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~he has been brought up on milk from a pipette and has already repaid our 
attention by developing into a friendly and playful pet, romping with an 
old spaniel bitch who seems to regard the hyrax as her pup, playing with a 
young monkey which is less than half the weight of the hyrax, and using 
my wife and I as a tree, springboard or couch, as the spirit moves. An 
ear-lobe is liable to be sharply tweaked if we do not give sufficient response. 

This hyrax is proving a loyal friend, though only a baby herself she 
rushes to defend the monkey, mistaking the latter's petulant cries of rage 
for those of fear. 

The hyrax is now taking solid foods such as hay, the leaves of Anageisis, 
Panax, Mango, Oleander, Maidenhair Fern, cooked rice and gravy, fried 
fish, a mixed cereal porridge containing cod liver oil, cake and biscuits. 
No one has yet been able to tell what are the natural foods. One can 
therefore surmise that no African crops are eaten. 

So far the hyrax has made no attempt to give the harsh barking cry 
so commonly heard when evening falls in the forest, the only sounds 
emitted being a whistling cry, obviously an inviting call intended for its 
mother or friends, a very low indescribable sound made when nuzzling 
preparatory to beginning to suckle, and a battle-cry consisting of a series 
of explosive grunts. . 

The photograph shows clearly the three stubby toes, protected by 
hoofs, the innermost on the hind foot being elongated rather like a claw 
which the hyrax uses for scratching itself. 

It is interesting to contemplate that this tree-climbing hoofed mammal 
is quite a close relative of the elephant. 

Other interesting features are the comparatively elongated pair of 
teeth which project down outside the lower lip like miniature tusks, the 
dorsal gland, evident as a scar-like thickening of the skin extending above 
the lumbar vertebra::. The gland is hidden when the hair is erect, but, when 
angry or afraid, it is displayed by rotating. the hair bordering the gland 
outwards, as many of these hairs are white or yellow, the gland is further 
advertised by the sudden exposure of a broad light patch; as a further 
threat, the hind feet are rapidly stamped. Our palm civet is greatly feared 
by the hyrax, and when it appears the hyrax bounds up its tree into the nest 
box and literally drums defiance. 

The skull about 3t in: long of an adult hyrax. A pair of teeth in 
the upper jaw project down outside the lower lip like miniature tusks. 
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A young hyrax (Dendrohyrax dorsalis) descending a branch. This small tree-climbing 
hoofed mammal is quite a close relative of the elephant. 

--------0--------
A LARGE NIGERIAN MOTH 

O N the next two pages are photographs of a very large moth, its eggs 
and caterpillar, that is quite common in Nigeria. The whole
page picture shows a live moth, life-size, resting on a leaf of one 
of the trees, Anthocleista nobilis, that provides food for its 

<:aterpillars. . 
It measures about 8 in. from wing tip. to wing tip when fully expanded 

and belongs to the family Saturnida::. An Indian member of this family, 
Attacus Atlas, is probably the largest moth known. 

When this moth flies into a lighted bungalow at night and dashes about 
the room, the flight is so powerful that it is at first easy to think that a bird 
or bat has come in. The wings are beautifully marked in shades of rich 
brown. The two uncoloured transparent spots, one on each of the upper 
wings is a very characteristic mark of the family. These clear patches are 
due to the absence of scales at these. places. 

On the lower wings are two brilliant eye-spots. When the moth is 
resting in a position to expose the spots they might well be mistaken for the 
e yes of a snake and it has been suggested that in this way they help to scare 
~way birds. 

After capture the specimen photographed was kept in captivity for 
two days during which time it laid clusters of many white eggs. They 
had hard brittle shells, were more or less spherical, devoid of surface 
marking and about 'flr in. diameter. 

Small dark red caterpillars hatched out about 14 days later. The fully
.grown caterpillars develop to a length of 3t in. to 4 in.; they are marked 
in red and orange and bear strong white spines. 

All the leaves on a large specimen of the tree Anthocleista nobilis, may 
be completely eaten by a swarm of caterpillars. When this happens the 
,caterpillars _ climb down and bury themselves in the soil to pupate. A 
brown chrysalis about it in. long is formed without a cocoon. Specimens 
kept by the writer under observation have taken two to four weeks for 
lffio.ths to emerge. 
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A large Nigerian moth photographed alive resting on a leaf. 
from wing tip to wing tip. It belongs to the family Satunidce. 
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The picture shows it life size. When fully expanded it measures about 8 in. 
The two clear marks on the upper wings are very characteristic of this family. 
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" This photograph, at the age of 81, of Mr. Herbert Macaulay, 
was taken in his study at Lagos a few weeks before his death 

on May 7th, 1946, following an accident. 
A man possessing a first-class brain, he was always a most 
invigorating individual to meet. In the course of a varied 
life as an engineer, a newspaper editor and a political fighter, 
his many kindly acts and keen sense of humour brought 
him many friends. He had a most remarkable and detailed 

historical knowledge of old-time Lagos. 

THE ROMANTIC STORY OF THE LIFE OF A 
LITTLE YORUBA BOY, NAMED ADJAI. 

ADJAI, KIDNAPPED AS A SLAVE IN 1821, BECAME THE FIRST AFRICAN 
BISHOP IN NIGERIA, 1864. 

By the late HERBERT MACAULAY, Assoc.M.Inst., c.E., 
F.R.G.s., a Grandson of Bishop Samuel Arijai Crowther. 

ON the night of Monday, the 6th of April, 1822, that is just over 
124 years ago now, the Portuguese slave dealers on Lagos 
Island shipped 187 men, women, boys and girls from the hinter
land of Lagos on board the Portuguese vessel Esperanca Felix, 

which was anchored oU,tside the Lagos Bar and belonged to a Portuguese 
trader, who was to carry them in that slave ship .across the Atlantic Ocean 
to Cuba, the westernmost and largest of the West Indian islands (Spanish), 
where they were to be sold to work in bondage on the tobacco, coffee, and 
sugar plantations there. 

Early on the following morning, Tuesday, the 7th of April, 1822, 
that Portuguese sailing ship was surprised by the arrival on the scene of 
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two British warships of the ~Ffying . Squadrort-His "Mli'j.esty's Ships 
Myrmidon (Captain Henry J . Leeke) and Iphigenia (Captain Sir Robert Mends), 
one on each side of the slave ship, Esperanca Felix, 'which they boarded and 
handcuffed the owner of the vessel and the whole ofthe crew of that ship, 
with the exception of the cook, who was ordered to prepare food for the 
187 people of the Yoruba country who were being taken away to a life of 
slavery, all of whom were seasick. Immediately after they had all finished 
eating the food prepared for them, they were transhipped,so~e into H.M.S. 
Myrmidon and the others into H.M.S. Iphigenia and other British vessels 
anchoring on the Lagos road stead. Only six of them were conveyed on 
board H.M.S. Myrmidon, where they could not possibly surmise what 
became of the remaining 181 of them, until they saw large junks of salted 
meat hanging with the white skin and a number of black cannon-balls 
arranged along the sides of the ship's deck, when they concluded and 
convinced themselves that the whole of the meat hanging was the flesh of 
their 181 fellow-shipmates on the Esperanca Felix, and that the black 
cannon-balls were the heads of those who had been brought on board 
before them, whose flesh the English sailors on board the 1v[yrmidon must 
have been feeding upon. But a little while later one or two of them happily 
discovered, from close and careful examination of the hanging flesh, what 
they knew to be the cloven feet of pigs; and they had greater satisfaction 
when, from closer scrutiny and cautious touch on getting nearer the cannon
balls, they found out that they were all iron balls. The Portuguese owner 
of the Esperanca Felix and his son were both brought on board H.M.S. 
Myrmidon and, later in the day, bound in fetters. Taking advantage of his 
predicament, one of the six released Y oruba boys, feeling quite sure that 
he could never again get hold of him in his captured vessel, went near to 
the Portuguese man and gave ' him a hard hit on the head. 

Two or three of the other British vessels, on board which a large 
number of the others were transhipped, had been caught by a heavy storm 
at sea and were sunk, whereby 102 of the 187 were lost. 

After cruising along the coast of West Africa for about two months 
and a half, H.M.S. Myrmidon landed the six rescued Y orubas at Freetown, 
Sierra Leone, on Monday, the 17th of June, 1822, and on the same day they 
were sent to the village called Bathurst, formerly known as Leopold, where 
they met many of their liberated countrymen and women from the Y oruba 
country, who assured them of their liberty and perfect freedom. 

One of these six liberated Yorubas was a boy of about 16, whose 
name was Adjai, who was born at Oshogun about the year 1806, a territorial 
district in QY9 Province in Y orubaland belonging to his father Aiyemi, 
who was killed during the reign of King George IV of Great Britain, when 
the Fulani Moslem Crusaders from Sokoto raided Oshogun, about 100 miles 
inland north of the Colony of Lagos in the year 1821. The boy, Adjai, 
his mother Afala, his two sisters Lanre and Amoshli, and a cousin, were 
caught by the Fulanis and taken to the town of Is~yin, a few miles away, 
where the boy Adjai and one of his sisters became the share and booty of 
the principal chief of Is~yin, while his mother and the infant sister were 
taken away by the head of the victors, and were afterwards sold to someone 
at Abyokuta in J;<:gbaland. 

On the following day, the boy Adjai was bartered for a horse at 
Is~yin within 24 hours. He had with him only one covering cloth, his 
bow and five poisoned arrows in a quiver. Being dissatisfied with the 
mount about two months later, the great chief sent the horse back to the 
owner and demanded the return to him of the boy Adjai who, with others, 
was chained on one hand and fastened by the neck, was sent to the slave 
market at Ijaye town, whence he and others were taken by a Mohammedan 
woman across country to the Popo country on the sea coast off the Gulf of 
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Black and Co., Ltd. 

A gold pencil set 
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the Queen at Wind
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Guinea, where the Portuguese slave dealers paid for them and took them 
away' to the West Indies or the Brazil plantations. In the Popo country, 
the boy Adjai several nights attempted to strangle himself, but he never 
once could muster sufficient courage to tighten the noose of the rope 
sufficiently to effect his purpose; and once or twice he thought of leaping 
out of the canoe into the river on the way to another town, Ikekuyere, 
where he was bartered for tobacco, rum, and other articles by another 
master who took him in fetters to the Ij~bu country, whence he was brought 
to the slave market, through Ikosi on the bank of the Ogun River, to Lagos, 
where he was sold with seven others to the Portuguese owner of the vessel 
Esperanca Felix. . 

In the village Bathurst, Sierra Leone, the boy Adjai was placed in a 
school of the Church Missionary Society, where one of his schoolmasters 
was John William Weeks, in the year 1822, who became the second 
European Bishop of Sierra Leone in 1855; and soon after he concluded a 
visit to the Yoruba people at Lagos and Ab~okuta, he was taken ill, and 
lived only a few days after he returned to Freetown, Sierra Leone, and was 
carried ashore. 

The boy Adjai was able to read the New Testament with some degree 
of freedom within six months and he was appointed a monitor of the school 
at the handsome salary of sevenpence half-penny a calendar month. The 
boy Adjai was baptized on Sunday, the 11th of December, 1825, after the 
rites of the Protestant church, by the Rev. J. Raban, when he was given the 
name of one of the earliest members of the committee of the Church 
Missionary Society in London, the Vicar of Christ Church, Newgate, 
Samuel Crowther, to which he added his own Y oruba name, and became 
known as Samuel Adjai Crowther, In August of the year 1826, his school
master, Mr. John William Weeks, and Mrs. Weeks, who were his friends 
and guardians, took him with them to England on a visit, where he attended 
a parochial school in Liverpool Road, Islington, and made very good use 
of the opportunities offered him, from which he derived a broad outlook 
of world affairs. 

On his return to Sierra Leone in 1827, the Colonial Government of 
that British West African Colony appointed him to be a village school
master at an advanced salary of twenty shillings a month. He later became 
the first student on the roll of the Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone, 
which has been affiliated with the University of Durham. On the 21st of 
September, 1829, he got married to Susanna Asana Thompson, a school
mistress, who was a daughter of Siy~, a daughter of the Alafin of OYQ, the 
Founder of the present town of OYQ and paramount ruler of Y orubaland. 
She was a little girl when she was rescued from a slave ship off Lagos and 
taken on board H.M.S. Bann, under the command of Captain Charles 
Phillips, on the 31st of October, 1822, and carried to Sierra Leone, where 
she was educated and given good Christian training. There were three 
sons and three daughters as the issue of that marriage. . 

In the year 1841, Mr. Samuel Adjai Crowther and the Rev. James 
Frederick Schon, a German Missionary, accompanied an expedition sent to· 
the River Niger, the highway into the heart of Africa, by the British 

--------0--------
Photograph opposite. The inscription reads: 

To The Right Reverend Samuel Adjai Crowther, D.D., Bishop in Westem 
Mrica this copy of God's Holy word is presented on the occasion of his Consecration 
as Bishop at Canterbury on the 29th June, 1864, by his affectionate and sincere friend, 
Admiral Sir Henry Leeke, K.C.B., M.P., who, when commanding His Majesty's. 
Ship Myrmidon on the West Coast of Africa in 1822 captured the vessel in which. 
Adjai, then a little Boy, was being conveyed to the Brazils to a life of Slavery: 

Isaiah, Chap. 55. Acts 20-28. John 1-15, 17. 
May God Bless and guide him. 
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bey. The inscription 
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H.M.S. Myrmidon 
in 1822 his ship 
saved young Adjai 
from being conveyed 
to the Brazils to a 

life of slavery. 



Facing the main inscription in the bible, Sir Henry Leeke also wrote the following : 
Far over Sea and Lands 

(,Tis our Lords own Command 
Bear ye His Name, 

Bear it to every shore, 
Regions unknown explore 

Enter at every door I 
Silence is shame I 

Henry J. Leeke, 
Theydon Park, Epping, 

18 July, 1864. 

Government, in which venture H.R.H. Prince Albert, the Royal Consort 
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, was deeply interested. That expedition 
was under the command of Captain H. D . Trotter, R.N. over three steam
ships, Albert} Wilberforce and Soudan, with 150 white men, of whom 42 died 
within 62 days. 

On Trinity Sunday, the 11th of June, 1843, 21 years after the boy 
Adjai from Oshogun was rescued off Lagos by Captain Henry Leeke and 
~anded at S.ie~ra Leone, Samuel Adjai Crowther was admitted ' in London 
Into the MInlstry of the Protestant Church of England, in the office of a 
Deacon by the Bishop of London, as "the CM.S. Committee had been so 
struck by the tone and intelligence of Samuel Crowther's journal of the 
Niger Expedition that they sent for him in the following year, 1842, to 
come to England, where they placed him in Islington College; and in a 
few months found him qualified for presentation to the Bishop of London 
as a candidate for ordination." Sixteen weeks later, he was received unto 
the holy office of priesthood, on the anniversary of which occasion, the 
Right Reverend Charles James Blomfield, Bishop of Lundon, in the course 
of the annual sermon which he preached at St. Bride's, made the following 
pertinent reference to the negro minister of the Gospel of Christ: 

"What cause for thanksgiving to Him who hath made of one 
blood all nations of men, is to be found in the thought that He has 
not only blessed the labours of this Society by bringing many of 
those neglected and persecuted people to the knowledge of a Saviour, 
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but, from among a race . despised as · incapable of intellectual exertion 
and acquirement, He has raised up men well qualified, even in point 
of kngwledge, to communicate to others the saving truths which 
they have themselves embraced, and to become preachers of the 
Gospel to their brethren according to the flesh! " 
Again, in the. year 1854, another expedition up the River Niger or 

Quorra and its tributary the Tshadda was undertaken, with the sanction of 
the British Government, by MacGregor Laird, Esq., the London merchant 
who had been long and extensively engaged in the West African trade. 
This expedition was composed of 12 Europeans and 54 Africans, including 
the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther, among whom there was no loss of a single 
life during the 118 days spent on the Quorra and Tshadda rivers. 

Early in the year 1845, two CM.S. European missionaries with their 
wives, the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther and Mrs. Crowther with two of 
their children formed a Missionary Party which arrived at Badagry, 50 miles 
west of Lagos and proceeded by land to Abeokuta in Egbaland where the 
Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther had the good fortune to meet his mother and 
his two sisters after a separation of five and twenty years without any 
pre-conceived plan or device. He converted his mother, baptised her 
Hannah AEal?!., and brought her to Lagos, where she lived for many years 
until she died at the age of 104 on the 13th of October, 1883. While at 
Abyokuta, he had the honour to interpret into the Yoruba language, a 
gracious message from Her Majesty Queen Victoria, sent from England to 
the Chiefs and Peopl~ of Abyokuta. 

In the year 1851, the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther, "a little man with 
nerves of steel, whom incessant work did not seem to wear, intellectually 
alert and vivid, always on the tiptoe of new achievements and full of 
hopeful faith," p.aid another visit to England. Lord Palmerston, Her 
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, sent for him, and 
asked him to explain to him the political position on the West Coast of 
Africa, when His Lordship listened with rapt attention to all that this negro 
clergyman had to tell about the King of Dahomey, an unscrupulous slave 
trader, who was damaging the interests of legitimate commerce and thereby 
retarding the progress of civilisation in West Africa. He received after
wards, from Lord Palmerston, a letter expressing the thanks of the Foreign 
Secretary. 

In the month of November, 1851, Her Majesty Queen Victoria com
manded Lord John Russell to come with the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther to 
Windsor Castle ; in obedience to which command, the Rev. Samuel Adjai 
Crowther was received, on the 18th of November, 1851, in an upper 
drawing room in Windsor Castle by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, 
Her Majesty's Royal Consort, where he explained to Her Majesty, with the 
aid of a map and a small wooden pencil, what had been going on in Sierra 
Leone and Lagos, as well as at Abyokuta. Before the end of the interview, 
Her Majesty requested the negro clergyman to repeat the Lord's Prayer in 
the Y oruba language for her to hear. When it was repeated, Her Majesty 
remarked that the Y oruba language was melodious and sweet. Before 
leaving the Royal presence, on that great occasion in his life, Queen Victoria 
graciously presented the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther with a gold pencil 
with an amethyst gem at the bottom. ' 

Shortly after the visit to Windsor Castle, exactly 30 years after the 
providential rescue off the Lagos Bar, from the Portuguese slave ship, the 
now Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther was sitting by a table in the CM.S. House 
in Salisbury Square, London, translating the Book of Common Prayer 
from English into the Y oruba language when a European gentleman walked 
into the hall where he got the greatest shock of his naval life when the 
grown-up Adjai recognised the Captain of H.M.S. Myrmidon, rushed towards 
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him and embraced, with great emotion, Sir Henry Leeke, who at once 
recognised the face of the little boy Adjai whom he landed on shore at 
Sierra Leone thirty years ago. With the approval of the CM,S. Authori
ties, Sir Henry Leeke gave the grown-up Adjai an invitation to his country 
house in Kent where, in the Parish Church, before a large English con
gregation, Adjai, a full-blooded negro ordained Priest of the Church of 
England, preached a heart-stirring sermon in English in the presence of 
the naval commander of the British warship which rescued him from being 
carried across the Atlantic Ocean to a life of slavery. This was a striking 
demonstration of the "Triumph of the British Flying Squadron on the 
Western Coast of Africa." 

After returning to Lagos, West Africa, in 1852, Mr. MacGregor Laird 
and Her Majesty's Government organised the Third Niger Expedition. 
which proceeded up the River Niger in the year 1857 in the vessel Dayspring. 
with (the now Rev.) Samuel Adjai Crowther accompanying the expedition as 
the appointed leader of the first Christian Mission to the Niger Territories. 
where he was to post teachers at Ab9, just above the Delta; at Onitsha. 
a still more important Ibo town on the east bank of the Quorra, 140 miles 
from the sea, at Idda, still higher up among the Igaras, and other places 
up to Rabbah, the city of an important Mohammedan chief, 420 miles from 
the sea, from which place Rev. S. A. Ctowther himself and Dr. William 
Balfour Baikie, who was in command of that expedition, had hoped to do 
300 miles overland journey to Sokoto, the capital of the Realm of Sokoto. 
a Fulani kingdom of the Central Sudan, to whos~ sultan all the petty 
Mohammedan Emirs of Northern Nigeria and their Chiefs owe allegiance. 
Leaving Rabbah on the 6th of October, 1857, as the Dayspring was 
endeavouring to force the narrow passage between two rocky islands 
against a very strong and swift current over a steep descqlt in the river bed. 
steaming up the river, she drifted onto the rocks and became a total wreck. 
All on board were landed safely, and camped afterwards near Rabbah for 
twelve months, till the arrival, at length, in October, 1858, of the Sunbeam. 

(Continued on page 178) 

Locked iron gates and a high wall forbid entrance to the derelict cemetery 
of Ajele Street, Lagos, where Bishop Crowther was buried. 
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A SUGGESTION 
FOR THE CITIZENS 

OF LAGOS 
A photograph of the gran

ite monument over the grave 
of Bishop Crowther in the old 
cemetery of Ajele Street, Lagos. 
His body was laid by the side of 
his wife and mother. The cem
etery which is no long~r used has 
become a derelict area in a very 
crowded slum district of Lagos. 

With the exception of 
Bishop Crowther's grave and 
that of Mr. Macaulay, founder 
of the CM.S. Grammar School. 
few graves remain identifiable. 
Some have fallen in, leaving 
mouldering bones exposed to 
the elements, vaults have col
lapsed showing dark, gloomy 
interiors. Trees grow out of 
the cracked tomb stones, the 
area of five acres is a scene of 
utter desolation. Tall mango 

trees harbour myriads of fruit bats which rise at eventide and go flapping 
off to make the night hideous with their cries. A high wall and locked 
iron gates forbid entrance. Here is an opportunity for the citizens of 
Lagos to do honour to a great African and create a place of beauty and 
inspiration to young and old alike. 

In England many old derelict graveyards have been modified to turn 
them into beautiful gardens where people can sit in the shade of the trees 
and enjoy the flowers and green grass away from the noise and dust of the 
streets. Ajele Street cemetery could be so converted. There is ample 
space away from the graves where children could play and Bishop Crowther's 
monument might become a place of pilgrimage, his life an inspiration to 
the boys and girls of Nigeria. 

The monument bears the following inscription: 
Sacred to the Memory of 

The Right Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther, D.D. 
A Native of Osogun, in the Y oruba Country . 
The First Student in the Church Missionary Society's College, 

At Fourah Bay, Sierra Leone; 
Ordained in England by the Bishop of London, June 11th, 1843; 

The First Native Clergyman of the Church of England in West Africa, 
Consecrated Bishop June 29th, 1864. 

A faithful, earnest and devoted Missionary in connection with 
The Church Missionary Society for 62 Years, 

At Sierra Leone, in the Timini and Y oruba Countries, 
And in the Niger Territory; -

He accompanied the first Royal Niger Expedition in 1841 ; 
was a joint Founder with others of the Y oruba Mission in 1845, 

And Founder of the Niger Mission in 1857 ; 
And of the self-supporting Niger Delta Pastorate in 1891 ; 

He fell asleep in Jesus at Lagos, on the 31st December, 1891, 
Aged about 89 Years. 

" Well done, thou good and faithful servant. . . . Enter thou into the joy of 
thy Lord. "-Matt. xxv, 21. 

"Redeemed by His Blood." 
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<Continued from page 176) 

which should have followed the DqYJ'pring, but had been detained. She 
conveyed Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther and others down the river as far as 
Onitsha, from which town he went up the river again in native canoes to 
Rabbah, a distance of 300 miles, and took the overland route from Rabbah 
for the first time, and did the journey on foot through Il(>rin and Abyokuta 
to Lagos in February, 1859. In the middle .of that year, Mr. MacGregor 
Laird sent out another steamer, the Rainbow) in which Rev. S. A. Crowther 
once again went up the River Niger, up to the confluence of the Quorra 
and Tshadda, where he received a message from Dr. W. B. Baikie, who 
was still up the river as an agent of the British Government, informing 
Rev. Crowther that Rabbah was closed to missionary operations, without 
giving any reason. In August, 1862, Rev. Crowther took a reinforcement 
of 27 missionary agents up the river, where he spent his time not only 
in preaching, teaching, and organising missions, but also in improving 
his Nupe vocabulary and in translating into the Nupe language several 
chapters from the Gospel according to St. Matthew and, as well, in estab
lishing an " industrial institution" for the purchase, cleaning, and packing 
of cotton for the English market, in the hope of developing a trade in 
that article. 

It was, however, considered at that time hopeless to expect that 
European missionaries could live on the River Niger where a Bishop was 
necessary to go up that river to confirm young converts and to ordain 
African clergymen. The Rev. Henry Venn, 30 years Honorary Secretary 
of the Church Missionary Society, of whom the late Eugene Stock wrote: 
" The CM.S. will never have another Henry Venn," decided that the Niger 
Mission "must be a purely African Mission under an African Bishop." 
He did not find it difficult to enlist the sympathy of friends in England, 
with the project he proposed that" the hour had then come, and the Man, 
who was already the leader of the Mission, who then knew the River well, 
and was the first Native Clergyman ordained in the Society's West African 
Missions, must be the bishop." 

When the Rev. Samuel Adjai Crowther went to England in March, 
1864, to report on his seven years' Niger campaign, the Committee of the 
CM.S. went to Lord John Russell, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs, and to His Grace the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, 
with their daring proposition which Archbishop Charles Thomas Longley 
warmly pressed upon the Government and to which Lord John Russell 
cordially assented; following which, Her Majesty Queen Victoria's Licence 
was issued to the Primate of all England, empowering His Lordship" To 
consecrate our trusty and well-beloved Samuel Adjai Crowther, clerk in 
holy orders, to be a bishop of the Church of England in the West Mrican 
territories beyond the British Dominions." 

On St. Peter's Day, in Canterbury Cathedral, a vast assemblage poured 
into its consecrated walls on the 29th of June, 1864, to behold the consecra
tion of three Bishops-Dr. Jeune for Peterborough, to preside over a 
settled diocese in the Established Church of England, Dr. Bromby for 
Tasmania, to build up a Church in that distant Colony, and Dr. Samuel 
Adjai Crowther for the Niger Mission in the West African Territories 
beyond the British Dominions, where he is to do the work of an Evangelist. 
They were consecrated by the Archbishop of Canterbury assisted by 
Bishops Sumner of Winchester, Jackson of Lincoln, Ellicott of Gloucester 
and Bristol, G. Smith of Victoria, and Nixon (late of Tasmania). Dr. 
Samuel Adjai Crowther was presented by Bishops Sumner and Smith. The 
sermon on that occasion was preached by Dr. Mansel, the Dean of St. Paul's. 

At this service, among many deeply-interested friends of Africa who 
were present, sat immediately behind the Black Bishop, Mrs. Weeks, the 
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widow of the late Bishop WeekS, the sec~nd Bishop'ofSierra Leone, the 
venerable lady who, for more than thirty years, had weathered the trying 
tropical climate of Sierra Leone, where she was the teacher and guardian 
of the rescued boy Adjai, who first learnt the Lord's Prayer kneeling by her 
side. There was also present Admiral Sir Henry J. Leeke, M.P., who was 
Captain of H.M.S. Myrmidon in 1822 when young Adjai and five others were 
taken on board and carried to Sierra Leone from the slave ship off Lagos 
Bar, in commemoration of which the British Admiral presented a bible to 
Bishop Crowther with an inscription bearing the date of his consecration 

. 42 years after his rescue. 

---------0--------

Arit Ukana, a yoUng African student of Queen's College for Girls, 
Lagos, dressed for her part as Viola in Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night.". 
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Gloria Offiong as Olivia. 

SHAKESPEARE'S" TWELFTH NIGHT" 
By Miss D. OSBORNE, 
Queen's College, Lagos. 

T HE girls of Queen's College recently gave two performances of 
"Twelfth Night'~ in the Garrison Theatre for African and 
European audiences and another performance in their Dining 
Hall for the school children of Lagos. All audiences alike were 

surprised at the high standard of the production and constantly questioned 
members of the school as to how the play began. . 

At the time " Twelfth Night" was one of the set books for English 
in connection with the Cambridge School Certificate and owing to the 
difficulty of getting staff from England the Middle VI had read it on their 
own. One day they came to the Principal to ask if they might produce 
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Kate Burnley as Orsino. 

the play in aid of the West African Students Union. They insisted on 
doing the whole play and felt themselves quite capable of having it ready 
in four weeks' time. They had been encouraged, as part of their school 
training, to act with very little help from the staff, so that when permission 
was given, they immediately cast the parts themselves. 

For two weeks they rehearsed each evening and Saturday morning. 
They were so determined that they learnt their parts almost at once. The 
first rehearsals were spent in going straight through the scenes without 
attention to detail, the girls in that way becoming accustomed to their 
words and movements. The Principal and staff found they only r:eeded 
help with the grouping and the arrangement of the entrances and exits. 
The emotional understanding of, and ability to express, the parts was 
natural to the girls, although occasionally help was asked in the interpreta
tion of difficult passages. 

" I cannot understand what this speech means," they would say, and 
.. I am not acting." Olivia, for example, had difficulty in declaring her 
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Clara Aderogba as Maria. 

love to Cesario. With the marked characteristic of the girls to get the 
scene right for themselves, she tried again and again. They had never to 
be asked to try. Those who were not on the stage practised speeches and 
parts of scenes in quiet corners of the compound. 

As with many actors before them, they discovered that every line of 
Shakespeare has meaning and place in the scheme of the play and that it 
is not until you stand up and act that you discover meanings unnoticed 
in a mere armchair reading. 

Since the acting was intuitive and natural it was interfered with as 
little as possible because it was felt that if acting is to be polished it must 
be highly polished, but by doing the whole thing quickly the natural acting 
was retained and so the play was still fresh to the girls and, consequently, 
to the audiences. There was none of the nagging, worrying and bad 
temper so often found at professional rehearsals; all was done in an 
atmosphere of good humour and encouragement. 

A stage was drawn out in chalk on the dining room floor, showing 
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Ekei Eyo and Inikiote Olali as Malvolio and Feste, the clown. 

the entrances, and from the first every girl had to remember which entrance 
and exit she used. Scene shifters were appointed and came regularly to 
rehearsals to take notes. They were made entirely responsible for the 
stage effects. 

The scenery was only indicative of the different scenes and was 
arranged against neutral-coloured back cloths. Olivia's house, for 
instance, . was shown by chairs and a rough table on which stood four 
pewter tankards and a calabash of Kola, and her garden was shown by a 
hedge consisting of two forms covered by a green cloth. To prevent any 
misunderstanding two pages held up a notice of each scene just before the 
curtain was raised. 

The very lovely costumes were, again, almost entirely the responsi
bility of the girls. The head girl and a member of the staff went shopping 
and staff gave help with the designing and cutting out of the costumes, 
but the sewing and fitting was · done by Middle IV and Middle V, who 
took great pride in their task. 

Queen's College staff feel they have learnt much from this production ; 
they have realised more vividly than ever the intelligence, enthusiasm and 
perseverance of these girls. 

--------0--------
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THE FOLLOWING PICTURES SHOW THE WORK ' 

OF A MATERNITY CLINIC AND HOSPITAL IN 

ENSURING THE BIRTH OF HEALTHY CHILDREN 

Instruction Regarding Diet 
Expectant mothers are advised by a midwife to eat liver and oranges to 
increase the health of their blood. To take palm wine or Marmite to 
prevent sore mouths. To take fresh vegetables, fruit and palm oil to 
increase their resistanee to disease. On the table are exhibited valuable 
foods, red palm oil, fresh palm wine, pineapple, paw-paw, oranges, ~ggs, 
Marmite, Cow and Gate milk/ood, spinach, tomatoes, okra,fish and Itver. 
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Learning to be Midwives 
A senior member of the hospital staff uses a rag doll and parts of a human 

skeleton to demonstrate how a baby is born to Midwives-in-Training. 

Preliminary Examination is most Important 
A patient on first arrival is examined to see if she has any twisted bones which 
will make childbirth difficult. Records are kept and careful measurements are 

made. 
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X-Ray Photographs also guide the Doctor 
The examination is confirmed by an X-ray photdgraph which also shows the 
position of the child. This X-ray photograph shows that twins will be born. 

The doctor and a nurse are pointing to the two skulls. 
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A Chemical Test 

The patient's urine is 
examined and tested 
by chemical methods, 
records are made of her 

weight. 

A measurement is made of 
the patient's blood pressure. 
This is one of the many tests 
that guide the doctor in 
building up the health of the 

expectant mother. 

BLOOD TESTS 

A small sample of the patient's blood is taken and carefully tested. If 
_necessary special treatment is ordered. All these tests are done some time 

before the birth of the child is due. 
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Special Treatment for Anaemic Patients 
When the time of birth is near the mother is admitted to hospital, and if she 
lacks blood (is anaemic), blood is injected slowly into the veins from vessels 

specially prepared in the United Kingdom. 

All Ready for a Delivery 
When the time comes the expectant mother is taken into a specially-prepared 
room to have her child. All nurses in this room wear special clothes and 
masks so that there is no chance of the mother or child being infected with 

disease. The air of the room is kept as pure as possible. 
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The Reward of Care. A Safe Delivery 
The mother and child are then taken to a clean and cheerful ward where 
they receive special care and attention for the next ten days, but many 

mothers leave too soon. 

Who could wish for a Finer Baby? 
A healthy baby just before it sets out for home with its mother on the 11 th day . 
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Twins 
Many twins are born in Massey Street Hospital, Lagos, where these 
photographs were taken. At one time in the Eastern Provinces, Ibo women 
bearing twins were driven as outcasts into the bush. These bad old days are 
rapidly passing, superstilion yielding to the advance of education and an 

enlightened public opinion. 

Post Natal Care 
Six weeks after discharge the mother is' again thoroughly examined to see 
that all is well. Mothers are directed to take their children to a Child 

Welfare Centre. 
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Everyone is Happy 
Midwives reading letters from grateful mothers. 
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Some Plants 
and Shrubs 
for Nigerian 

Gardens 

A wild Crinum Lily 
that flowers at night. 
Each lobe of the white 
coralla has a purple 
stripe down the centre. 
The full scientific name 
is Crinum yuccaeflorum. 
The flowers open just 
before dusk and wither 
early the next morning. 
This photograph of a 
cultivated plant was 
taken at night out in the 
garden with the help of 
a powerful electric lamp. 
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GARDEN FLOWERS 

A new lantana recently 
introduced from the Belgian 
Congo. It has multi
coloured flowers, the central 
flowers are bright yellow 
surrounded by a ring of 
outer flowers that vary 
from magenta to wine red. 
It makes an excellent hedge 
or bush but must be kept 
well-trimmed. White and 
pink lantanas and the 
mauve creeping lantana a~e 
already well known m 

Nigerian gardens. 
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This lily with pure white fra
grant flowers measuring about 
2i in. across is frequently 
called in Nigeria the Easter 
Lily, but probably more cor
rectly a Eucharis Lily. It 
grows well in a pot in an open 
position. Too much shade pre
vents flowering. The leaves 
are wide and dark green and 
the cut blooms last for several 

days in water. 



Clerodendron paniculatum or 
the Pagoda plant. In good 
soil this handsome plant with 
bright red flowers will grow 
into a bush 6 feet high. It is 
very easy to propagate from 
cuttings and will continue in 
bloom for many months if the 
old flower heads are cut off. 
It is far more decorative than 
Clerodendron fallax which is 
also red. The general shape 
of the plant is somewhat 
similar to that of a Chinese 

pagoda. 

Bougainvillea . Orange King produces clusters of delicate pink blooms that on ageing 
change. to a rich f'T'ange. This shrub was introduced to Nigeria by the Editor of this 
magazine about eIght years ago. A small plant in a pot priced at one guinea was seen 
at a Royal Horticultural Society Flower Show in London. It was purchased and 
carefully. brought out to W~st Africa with the roots packed around with moss. It was 
planted In a garden at Omkan Road, Lagos, and grew to a great size. Cuttings 'were 
taken a!ld now it can be seen in many gardens at Lagos, Kaduna, Ibadan, Jos and 
Umuahla. After flowering this bougainvillea should be well cut back. Many new 

shoots will then form, each bearing flowers. 
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A picturesque archway at Katsina, Northern Nigeria . It is made of red mud. 
(Sketch by G. W. S. de G. Rankin.) 
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ZUNGERU AS THE CAPITAL OF NORTHERN 
NIGERIA 

By D . S. FouLKEs-RoBERTs. 

[Continued from page 144 No. 23 iUlle of " Nigeria." 
This article continues the story of the rise and fall of Zungerll as 
the capital qf Northern Nigeria. The author wrote it after reading 
a book called" Annual Reports, Northern Nigeria, 1910-1911." 
This title, which seems to suggest a dull book, entirelY belies its 
interest. The book contains reports that Lugard (and later 
Governors) sent home to England describing the coming of the 

white man to Northern Nigeria.-EDIToR.] 

T HE 1905 report was the last to be written by Lugard, whose term 
of.office expired in 1906, but the later ones are written in the same 

. readable style, and it is possible to continue the story of Zungeru. 
The year 1906 was much wetter than the two years before 

it, and there was a rainfall of 60 in. The temperatures were much the 
same as before with a maximum of 105 degre~s on 3rd March and a 
minimum of 55 on 30th November and also 30th December. In Zaria the 
temperature fell to the extremely low figure (for Nigeria) of 40 degrees, 
which is only 8 degrees above freezing. The European population of the 
whole of Northern Nigeria had risen slightly to 347 in 1906, but Zungeru 
did not get its fair share, for the number there fell slightly to 63 (59 officials). 
On the other hand, Lokoja rose to 77 (59 officials), and Kano remained the 
same at 22. The dam and condenser at Zungeru seem to have ·come up 
to expectations, and the Principal Medical Officer praises them in his report. 
But the most important event during the year was the levying of the 
"Cantonment Rate" at 10 per cent. of the annual rental value of the 
houses. There is no mention of new Government buildings in 1906, but 
a steel bridge was built over the Kaduna river to carry the cart road (to 
Zaria and Kontagora) and a branch of the tramway was laid over it. The 
remains of this bridge are still to be seen alongside the present railway 
bridge. 
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The year 1907 saw Zungeru at the peak of its prosperity, for after that 
the decline set in. But there was no sign of it at the moment. More 
buildings were put up, notably a brick house for the" Resident of the Niger 
Provinces" and a P.W.D. workshop and some military buildings. Some 
attention seems at last to have been paid to the comfort of the Europeans, 
for mosquito gauze was put round the verandah of Government House and 
some alterations were made to the other houses. But best of all, an ice
plant was installed "in a brick shed specially built for the purpose." 
Altogether £3,800 was spent on buildings, but no other details are given; 
I suppose they all seemed insignificant beside the ice-plant. The Barijuko 
tramway flourished, and carried more than 22,000 passengers during the 
year. But it was in this year that the Baro-Kano Railway was begun, and 
this was not planned to pass through Zungeru, though the Lagos Railway, 
then being built to Ilorin, also received sanction during this year for its 
extension via Zungeru to a junction With the Baro-Kano line at Minna. 
It was hoped that the coming of the railway to Zungeru would, among 
other things, bring down the excessive prices of food in the market. 

The year 1907 was a very dry one in Zungeru, with only 37 in. of 
rain, which was less than two-thirds of the year before. The European 
population was 68 (compared with Lokoja 89, Kano 24, Sokoto 12) out of 
a total of 424 for the whole of Northern Nigeria. 

In 1908 the report says that" cantonment work at Zungeru continues 
to progress · satisfactorily," but the low rainfall of the previous year caused 
a "scarcity of supplies." The prison garden grew "tropical fruits and 
English vegetables," and I suppose that is what the supplies consisted of, 

THE PLATEAU LIMITED 

This well-known train with full restaurant and sleeping accommodaiion connects 
Lagos, the capital of Nigeria, with Jos an important tin mining centre in the Highlands 

of the Northern Provinces. 
Route. 

Lagos to Ibadan 
Ibadan to Jebba 
Jebba to Minna 

119.5 miles Minna to Kaduna 
183 . Kaduna to Kafanchan ... 
160" Kafanchan to Jos 

Total, 735 miles. 
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98.5 miles 
III " 63 " 

H. A. Anyuwon, the driver of the Plateau Limited on the Lagos to lbadan section. 
He has served sixteen years on the railway and was educ.ated at the Baptist Academy, 

Lagos. 

among other things. However, the ice plant was working well, and the 
report says it " confers a great boon on the community." The prison was 
the largest in Northern Nigeria, with an average of 251 prisoners. The 
Freed Slaves Home was also doing good work, though the number of 
inmates dropped from 236 in 1907 to 183 in 1908. The European popula
tion of Zungeru is not given but for the whole of Northern Nigerja it was 
499, which included 120 on the Baro-Kano railway construction; but those 
on the Lagos Railway Northern Extension (to Ilorin) are not counted. The 
rainfall at Zungeru in1908 was 49 ins. which was a welcome change from 
the dry year before. Work on the railway from Zungeru to Minna was 
begun, though the railway coming up from Lagos was still very far away. 
The station building also was · nearly finished. But in spite of all this 
activity the profits of the Barijuko tramway fell from £1,132 in 1907 to 
only £892 in 1908, and this was supposed to be due to "the diminished 
population of Zungeru." One item of the tramways traffic was an average 
of ten trucks of firewood a day to Zungeru. Few new buildings were put 
up during the year. Two motor cars ordered the previous .year arrived in 
July, 1908. They were reported" as being an unqualified success and as 
having been almost daily employed." 

In 1909 the enthusiasm of a few years earlier seems to .have evaporated. 
The report says that" owing to the possibility of a change of headquarters 
very little work was undertaken." Only three very small houses were put 
up, and for the rest" sanitation was satisfactorily carried on, new roads and 
drains were made, river banks were cleared, and compounds were kept 
clean." Food was not plentiful because of the railway construction parties, 
and prices were high. The Freed Slaves' Home was closed and its inmates 
transferred to "Rumasha, Nassarawa Province." As a general thing, 
Zungeru is not separately mentioned in this year's report, and I cannot 
give the European population. All that is said is that the total for Northern 
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A beautiful pale blue-green caterpillar with feather-like spines. The 
photograph shows it a little over life size. It was found near Lagos feeding 

on the leaves of a small tree named Anogeissus schimperi. 

This is the butterfly that developed from the caterpILlar shown above. 
It was black with cream markings. The photograph is twice life size. 
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Nigeria was 544 (438 officials). As before, this includes those working on 
the Baro Kano Railway (now numbering 140) but not those on the railway 
from Lagos. This latter had reached Jebba in 1909, and in preparation 
for it a new bridge was being made across the Kaduna river at Zungeru. 
Apparently some parts of the old bridge were incorporated in it. The 
line from Zungeru to Minna was finished. The finances of the Barijuko 
tramway recovered in 1909, and reached a total of £1,402. This may 
have been due to a good bargain when they sold their bridge over 
the Kaduna for incorporation in the new ope, or it may have been due 
to the increase in firewood traffic which now amounted to twelve trucks 
a day. . 

Nineteen hundred and ten saw a flash of the old enthusiasm returning . . 
The native town was congested, and a new one was laid out " with broad 
avenues, a spacious market-place, and building plots of uniform size, and 
the people moved over. But in the cantonment little was done. The -early 
promises of a healthy station were not fulfilled. The report says that" in 
spite of the measures taken to keep down bush the climate of Zungeru 
remains enervating; it is certainly a trying and depressing station." The 
writer seems to have been affected by the prevailing depression, for he says 
" Supplies have, as usual, not been plentiful. and prices have been high." 
His mood even extends to other places, for he manages to get in a hit at 
Lokoja, which "has been until recently one of the most insanitary places 
in the Protectorate"; he has one gleam of pleasure when he adds that" in 
March, 1910, a large portion (of Lokoja) was destroyed by fire." However, 
efforts were made to improve Zungeru by cutting down trees (I suppose 
these were some of the 2,OQO so laboriously planted only six years earlier) 
and lopping others, and clearing the grass along the Dago river. The 
report says that" flies are much less numerous than formerly," and anyone 
that visits Zungeru now will realise what a relief that must have been. 
Mosquito-proof rooms were made in most of the European houses, but 
some of them (those brought up from Jebba and Quendon) were very 
dilapidated. The opening of the railway via Minna to Zaria made the road 
through Birnin Gwari unnecessary, and it was closed and" the professional 
carrier, as a class," disappeared from Zungeru. A beginning was made in 
dismantling the Barijuko tramway which had served its purpose and was 
redundant when the railway arrived. 

In 1911 the question whether Zungeru was to remain the capital was 
still unsettled. I take this to mean" capital of the Northern Provinces," 
for we know that in 1914 Northern Nigeria was amalgamated with Southern 
Nigeria to form Nigeria as we know it now. They must have been aware 
in 1911 that this was going to happen. So no new buildings were put up . 
(except those for the officials of the new railway), and as the number of 
Europeans had increased considerably there was great overcrowding. It is 
a pity that we do not know the exact figure, but the total for Northern 
Nigeria (not counting those on the Lagos Railway) is given as 641. How
ever, the health of the station was good. The Lagos Railway reached 
Zungeru in 1911, and there was a weekly boat train from Lagos to Minna, 
connecting there with the Baro-Kano railway to Kano. The Barijuko 
tramway was finally closed to the public in January, 1911. 

This is the end of the book of Annual Reports. It leaves us with a 
lot of questions unanswered. We know that within a very few years 
Zungeru ceased to be the capital of the Northern Provinces, and that 
Kaduna took its place. I myself do not know the reasons that finally 
settled the matter, nor the exact date nor any details of the transfer. We 
can only hope that someone who served in Zungeru before its demise will 
finish the story by telling us what Zungeru was like in its prime and when 
and how the move to Kaduna was made. 
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Mr. T. B. Philips, who arrived out in Nigeria for his first tour in 
August, 1900, and who has now come back to Nigeria to give us some 
help in our shortage of men, writes as follows in connection with the 
article on " Zungeru as the Capital of Northern Nigeria" : 

" When I arrived in August, 1900, Jebba was the capital, and had been 
for some considerable time, and continued to be so until September, 1902, 
when we moved from Jebba to Zungeru. I was first in the W .A.F.F. for 
a brief period. Government House, the Secretariat, Chief Justice and 
Auditor, were on Jebba mainland (on the hill). The Commandant, Brigade 
Major, Artillery and the first battalion were on Jebba Island, with Treasury 
and Medical Services. I heard that Lugard selected Jebba Island for safety, 
but the French, if they had come via Borgu, could have blown our camp. 
to bits from Jebba Hill. Relations had been very strained owing to the 
Fashoda affair. There had also been a struggle for Borgu, but Lugard got 
there before the French, much to their chagrin. I remember two French 
N.C.O.s murdered one of our officers in 1900 on our frontier. They were 
subsequently collared (probably in French territory) and brought down to 
Jebba Island, where they were sentenced to death by Judge Penning ton. 
The gallows were erected (incidentally a few yards from my tent), but at 
the last moment orders arrived to the effect that they had to be handed 
over to the French Government for punishment." 

Photograph by Miss K . A. Dobbs.] 

Two happy pupils of the Girls' School, Katsina. 

---------0---------

NOTHING SO SWEET 

Editorial Note.-The name Eso in the following short story should be pronounced 
in Yoruba as though each letter had a dot below it. 
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NOTHING SO SWEET 
By PHEBEAN A. lTAYEMI. 

[This story won the first prize in connection with a short story competition 
organised by, The British Council. All the characters are fictitious; the 
story is in ' no way autobiographical. It is ~'1'itten aroUfld the subject of 
child marriage, a social evil in some parts of Nigeria.'-EDIToR.] 

CHAPTER 1. 

I NEVER knew that he meant it, or that 
my parent meant it either. He was 
comparatively old-I think he must 
have been fiftv-five at least--;;md I 

was only seventeen. Ever since I was 
quite young I can remember him coming 
to our house. He would take me on his 
knee and call me his wife, which word 
Y oruba people generally use to mean 
affianced wife as well as married wife. 
Whenever he called me his wife, meaning 
his fiancee, I used to think he was only 
joking. Many other men came to our 
house, and they would say, "Will you 
marry me, little girl? If you consent · tr 
marry me I will bring you meat every day 
from now on, because I am a hunter," or 
" I will bring you very big yams, as I am 
a farmer." 

I always said "Yes," because I knew 
they were only joking. I regarded Eso, 
the fifty-five year old man in the same light, 
as I regarded those other men. 

Eso was too big a man, too old a man, 
too important a man to be called by his 
name. So he had a nickname, " Ogongo," 
which is Ostrich, the king of the birds. 
His contemporaries called him this, and the 
women in his house called him the father 
of " this" or the father of " that" accord
ing to the names of his children. 

We were all natives of a small, out-of
the-way village in the interior of Southern 
Nigeria, in Y oruba-land. There was a 
church with a school which boasted of 
Standard Four as its highest class. Every
body in our village, including the school 
teachers, had a farm. The school teachers 
found their salaries too small to save out 
of if they were to have enough left to live 
on comfortably, and so grew as much of 
their own food as they could, to help their 
salaries on. The pupils did most of the 
work on the teachers' farms. And so 
everybody living in our village, except the 
sellers of European cloth and other articles, 
who would stay a few days selling and then 
move on to another place, had at least a 
farm. Some people would work on their 
farms in the daylight and hunt animals at 
night. 

Eso, or "Ogongo" as most people 
called him, was a well-to-do man with a 
large area in which cocoa was grown. He 
grew other crops also--cotton, yams, 
beans, peas, and maize. I can remember 
as far back as when I was five or six his 
occasional calls at our house. I would be 
called to come to him and he would look 

at me and say I would soon grow up. He 
gave .me things-sometimes smoked meat, 
sometimes smoked fish, and sometimes 
honey in a little bottle-from his pockets. 
I believe I was shy at first, but my relatives 
would always urge me to take the present 
from him, until I came to look on him as 
a never-ending source of presents and 
native sweetmeats. As I grew older, how
ever, . I used to look suspiciously on his 
generous way of giving me presents, 
because most times he would in return 
want me to sit on his knee and be petted 
by him, and I soon came to resent this. 

When I was nine I noticed that yearly 
gifts of yams and meat came from him for 
me. The few, earliest corn-cobs, the first 
crop of beans to be harvested, were always 
sent to me, or rather, to my parents. They 
did not tell me anything then ; they would 
only say in our household that my " hus
band" had sent yams, beans, or whatever 
had come from him. 

When I was eleven, he came to our 
house one day. As I grew up, his visits 
became more frequent than when J had 
been younger. When he came I was 
called to come to him as usual, but I soon 
left him and went away. I sat in the room 
adjoining the one which was used as 
"sitting-room." Here I overheard every
thing he, my "husband," said to my 
parents. 

"Will you not send my 'wife' to 
school?" he asked in our language. My 
mother seemed surprised. 

" To school? " she asked. "Surely you 
do not want her to be sent to school? If 
she goes to school she will soon grow to 
scorn you as an illiterate farmer, and an 
old one too." 

" I do not mean that she should be sent 
to school to get up to Standard Six," ex
plained " Ogongo." "I just want her to 
receive enough education to enable her to 
read the Bible (Eso had been baptised 
" Matthew" when Christianity was still 
new in our village, but he had never been 
to church in his mature years) and to read 
any letters that may come for me. She 
will also learn about weights, so that I can 
be sure that these Produce Buyers who 
buy my cocoa do not cheat me when they 
weigh it." 

" You will be making a great mistake, 
, Ogongo,' if you send this girl to school-" 

" If the difficulty is about her fees, I will 
pay them, buy her uniform and all she 
needs at school." 
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A itttLe Yoruba gIrL carrytrtg a smati SISler on ner back. 
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" I am warning you, , Ogongo,' that the 
girl will probably become unmanageable 
if you send her to school. She is obstinate 
and proud enough as it is. Besides, she 
won't he able to help me much at home," 
objected my mother. 

" If he wants to send her to school, let 
him, as he is willing to pay all expenses," 
interposed my father in his gruff, scarcely
concerned way. "After all, she is his 
< wife' and he can do what he likes with 
her." 

So the matter was settled. Uniform, 
~late, pencils, books and fees came more 
promptly than they shoulJ have come from 
my parents. I was rather small for my 
age, which was eleven, when I started at 
kindergarten, but I soon grew rapidly. 

When I was fourteen, and in Standard 
Two, my parents had asked him to take 
me from school, as I could now read and 
write. But my "hushand" said he 
wanted me to write a good hand, which he 
knew, from his inspection of my exercise 
hooks, that I did not vet do. He also 
wanted me to be able to speak English 
fairly "'ell so that he coulJ show me off. 
He thought I should speak Emdish quite 
well in Standard Four in the Elementary 
. School. After all, he had money to spend 
·on me, he said. Thus it was that I did not 
lea ve school until I was sixteen and in 
.Standard Four. 

I believe I had somewhat lost sight of 
Eso, who did not come to see me often 
now because he did not want to disturb 
my studies, but who came to see my 
parents, presumably to discuss me with 
them. If I had not lost sight of Eso, I 
,should not have expected to go to another 
.school for Middle I. But I did expect to 
be sent to a higher school. My parents 
gave me no answer. They did not tell me 
to take the entrance examination to any 
-school, and when the beginning of the 
:next year came, and school began every
where, I stayed at home working until I 

.realised that that was the end of my school 

.career. I regretted it, because I often 
thought that after only two more years, 
.one in Middle I and one in Middle IT, I 
would have a Standard Six Pass which 
'would enable me to be a nurse or a Pupil 
·Teacher. 

I asked my mother why I could not 
.continue my education in another school. 
At first she impatiently said I had learnt 
.enough already in school, but afterwards, 
when I insisted and tried to convince her 
. that I was far from having learnt enough, 
·she told me that Eso had said that I would 
.not continue after Standard Four. In the 
.earlier years she would have told me that 
,my "husband" had done this or my 
" husband" had done that. I resented 
.that word fiercely now. Mother would 
.leave off and call him Eso or "Ogongo " 
and hint that a 'time would soon come 

'when I myself would call him my husband. 
In the meantime I had grown to dislike 

~so. I resented the way I was always 

called to see him whenever he came to our 
house, as if I existed ' for him alone. More 
than that, I resented his proprietary way of 
treating me. He would take me to stand 
between his legs while he sat, because I 
would never now consent to sit on his 
knee. He would pat me all over and say 
his little "wife" was growing fast and 
would soon become marriageable. I took 
no notice of these words, which became 
more tactfully spoken as I grew older. 

Eso came to see me very frequently in 
the year after I had left school. When
ever he was unable to come he would send 
a younger man from his family with com
pliments from him. When he came one 

. night I asked him why I could not continue 
at school. He seemed surprised and 
answered that I had learnt enough surely, 
and he too , had spent enough on my 
education. Besides, I was quite grown up. 

This was in the year 1936. Day by day 
as I stayed at home and sullenly worked 
while longing for school and thinking of 
my Standard Four classmates who would 
in a year or two be working and be going 
about in shoes, hats and European dresses, 
while I settled down into being the wife 
of an illiterate farmer, my dislike for my 
elderly fiancee slowly grew into hatred . 
Sometimes I would refuse to see him when 
he came to see me, and if I had to go to him 
I would not speak to him. I scarcely ever 
remained more than five minutes in his 
company. A rebellious fire was being 
slowly kindled in my heart. But Eso and 
my parents thought my reluctance to be 
with him a good sign. So at last I under
stood-in fact I had taken a long time 
understanding-that it was settled that I 
was his fiancee, and having understood, I 
had to be as shy as other girls were with 
their suitors. This was their interpreta
tion of my reluctance. 

Actually there was no courting done. 
All the courting that was necessary had 
probably been done when I was a sturdy 
two-year old. Since then I had been his 
fiancee, and between an engaged couple it 
did not seem that there was any need for 
courtship. 

Sometime after my seventeenth birthday 
(I had insisted on the day of my birth being 
discovered when I was in Standard II) my 
mother began to hint that I should prepare 
for marriage. 

"Whom am I marrying?" I asked 
rebelliously. 

"Why, Eso of course," she answered. 
" I am not marrying Eso," I said . 
"In the first place, you shouldn't call 

him Eso," she corrected. "You can't call 
your fiancee by his name like that. It 
isn't done. You say you won't marry 
Eso? What nonsense I Who else would 
you marry, when he has spent so much on 
you? He has sent you to school, he has 
sent you yams, meat and other things every 
year, and he has already paid your dowry 
this year-" 

" O-ho 1" I cried. The "modem" 
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ideas I had picked up in school were still 
fresh in my brain. "So you have received 
a dowry fpr me already. Well, you might 
have received it for me, but it was not 
given to me; so it is you, not I, who owes 
Eso. Give him anything you like in 
return for his money, but not me. Parents 
do not find husbands for their daughters 
these days. It just isn't done, at least in 
the modem places. Better find something 
to give Eso for his money, or return the 
money if it is not yet spent." 

My mother was alarmed at the spirit I 
had shown, and I believe mother, father 
and E50 had a private conference about 
me. I was left alone for a while, and I 
honestly believed they had left me alone 
forever. After some weeks, however, 
mother let fall another hint of marriage 
with Eso. The hint was a sort of feeler. 
But since they had left me alone for a while 
I thought I had won my point and would 
not be marrying Eso, and had only to 
press my point firmly to be left at rest on 
that subject. So no sooner had my mother 
hinted than I told her in no uncertain 
manner that I would not marry Eso. 

Mter that everybody was silent, and how 
blind and deaf I was in my imagined 
victory. I rejoiced that I would have 
nothing to do with Eso any more, and did 
not know how premature my joy was. 
Nobody tried any longer to persuade me 
to marry Eso. Mterwards I found that a 
drastic measure had been decided on. My 
mother started buying me a show trunk 
full of Y oruba female apparel-wrappers, 
"bubas," headties and "iboruns." 'This 
fact should have been an eye-opener to me. 

. I was not a good daughter since I had not 
obeyed my parents and consented to marry 
Eso, yet clothes were bought for me as if 
I was the best daughter that ever lived. 
The only time Eso's naJ;!l.e was mentioned 
after that was when mother praised him 
to me one day. 

" Do you know how rich Eso is ? " she 
asked with just a shade too much in
difference in her voice. "He has a very 
large cocoa farm, and cocoa has been 
selling very well this year, so I expect he 
has made a lot of money on cocoa alone. 
Cotton, too, has sold very well so far this 
year (this was true of 1936) and he has 
large fields of cotton. Palm oil has now 
risen to 13/- a tin and he has a big palm 
oil industry." 

In our little village, where everything 
that was grown was very cheap, 13/- was 
an unusually high price for a tin of oil. 
When oil was cheap you could get a tin
four gallons-of very fine oil for 1/9 or 
2/-. I was no longer interested in my 
ex-fiancee as I now thought of him, but I 
had to admit he was rich. 

" He is of a very good family, too. He 
stands a good chance of becoming the 
king when the present one dies." 

This made me more thankful than ever 
that I was now free of Eso. Whenever a 
new king was enthroned, hundreds of 

girls would be given to him to wife as 
presents from his subjects. Those sub
jects who had no grown-up unmarried 
daughters would give him girls of seven, 
eight, nine or ten years old. If your 
eleven-year-old daughter had an ulcer 
which was costing you much trouble and 
money you gave her to the king as his wife. 
In most cases these very young girls were 
treated as housemaids by the mature wives 
of the king. In most cases the ill-treated 
girls grew up to become the wives of the 
household retainers of the king. Every
thing about Eso, his fifty-five years par
ticularly, made him an eligible candidate 
for the throne which everybody expected 
would soon be vacant. And I-we!l-I 
could not imagine myself as one of the 
'scarcely cared for, much less loved, occu
pants of the women's quarters of the 
palace. 

"He is descended from a long line of 
warriors, too," went on my tactful mother. 
"That is why his name is Eso. Only 
brave, tried warriors are allowed to be 
called Eso. The Eso's boast of the fact 
that they never receive a battle wound in 
the back, since they never turn their backs 
to the enemy. They either conquer the 
enemy or die in battle rather than return 
home conquered." 

I acknowledged the truth of these things, 
and said I realised how Eso was, and the 
subject was dropped. His name indeed 
signified him to be one of a race of fearless 
warriors, who will either win a battle or 
die. This fact was to be responsible for 
what later befell me, though at that time I 
dismissed Eso from my mind altogether . 
I was too light-headed, too certain of my 
own victory. I had had my way. Soon 
how disillusioned I was to become. 

CHAPTER n. 
" SUBOWA, come into the parlour," called 
my mother to me in the backyard. 

My name is Olasubowa, which means 
"Honour clusters round us." I might 
sometimes adopt the I-know-better tone 
of a half-educated girl speaking to an 
illiterate mother, but I was fairly obedient 
I therefore went into the parlour at my 
mother's call. 

Whatever I thought I was called for, I 
could not have been more surprised than 
I was when I saw Eso in the parlour. I 
was feeling embarrassed when he beckoned 
to me to come to him. He had been 
returning home from the farm and had 
called at our place before going home. I 
stood looking at him. I would not greet 
him, I would not go to see him. He put 
his hand in a large, grimy bag which was 
hung at his side and brought out a large 
piece of smoked meat. He held it out for 
me to take. I shook my head without 
saying a word. 

"Come," he invited, "accept it. It is 
a friendly present, no longer part of a 
dowry." 
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But nothing he could say would make 
me accept the meat. My parents urged me 
to take it, but I would not. Disappoint
ment which I could not understand until 
later showed on all three faces. I left the 
room then. 

',' Subowa, come here, quickly," said 
my moth<;r some time afterwards. 

I went to her in the parlour. 
" Quick f Eso has just gone, and he 

has forgotten to take his cap with him. 
Most probably he is still in front. of the 
house. Take it to him." The cap was a 
special one known as "Akoro," which 
only Eso's can wear. It was dark outside 
but I did not fear to run a few yards from 
the house. 

I ran, hoping to overtake Eso. I could 
not call to him to wait and take his cap, 
because I did not know what name to call 
him by. I had gone about 150 yards from 
the house and thought of going back with 
the cap when Eso spoke just in front of me. 

"Is that my cap you're bringing? I 
was just coming back for it." 

He had scarcely fin ished the sentence 
when our of the bushes nearby came about 
eight men. They had planted themselves 
in different places. 

"Carry her," commanded Eso. 
Instantly I was carried, struggling, 

shoulder-high by the men. One had a 
coarse, strong hand on my mouth. I 
struggled and twisted and scratched and 
kicked, all in vain. I was being carried 
along shoulder-high by these men. 

I now understood. It was something 
commonly done. It was to be my wedding 
night. I was being carried to Eso's house 
to become his bride. He had never given 
me up. To him I was just a small battle, 
and he was an Eso, one who either conquers 
or dies. He had resolved to have me as his 
wife. I had caught his fancy when I was 
a tiny child, as one who might be his 

,comfort when he was getting old. My 
parents had given me to him, and after he 
had spent' so much on me and waited so 
many years for me to grow up I had 
become stubborn. I simply had to be 
subdued. 

My , parents had helped him - in his 
schemes. It was not that they cared 
nothing for me, but if they had let me have 
my own way about not marrying Eso, 
Eso would have asked for a refund of the 
money he had spent on me since I was 
young. To refund the capital dowry alone 
would throw my parents into debt. Apart 
from the chief dowry there would be the 
yearly gifts, and all that had been spent on 
me at school. If he wanted to be hard on 
my parents he would reckon the price of 
the yams, corn, meat, and so on on a 
yearly average for fifteen years. When all 
was said and done the sum total would be 
a load of debt hanging around my parents' 
necks so heavily as to drag them down 
into ruin. 

They knew this. They were not going 
to have it. Was it a bad thing they had 

done, then, in bringing me into the world? 
Were they to be thrown into debt because 
they had a stubborn daughter? Had they 
treated this same daughter worse than 
other parents treated theirs? No f Had 
they not fed and clothed me and looked 
after me, and also bestowed me on a rich 
man ? Very well, then. Since other 
people did not get into debt because of 
their daught!;rs, they, my parents, would 
not get into trouble because of me. 

I now understOod their disappointment 
at my refusal of the meat that night. It 
was the failure of a plot. I was to have 
taken the meat and, when Eso was going, 
I would have gone with him a few steps 
from the house to show gratitude. The 
plot failed when I refused the meat, but 
my mother's ingenuity contrived a new 
and almost infallible one on the spur of the 
moment. I realised how well it had 
succeeded as I was being carried along in 
the dark. 

When we were out of earshot of our 
compound, the coarse hand was lifted off 
my mouth. We were passing in front of 
the house of a former classmate of mine. 
Her name was Bisi. 

"Bisi's mother f Bisi's mother f" I 
screamed. "Come out and rescue me 
from Eso and his men f " 

" \1C'hat ? " said a man sternly, "calling 
your husband by his name? What modem 
nonsense is that? " and clap came a hand 
on my mouth again. "Will you be 
sensible and walk, or shall we continue to 
carry you in this uncomfortable way?" 
asked one of the men, not explaining 
whether the way was uncomfortable to 
him or to me or to both of us. 

"No," Eso said curtly before I could 
answer. "Carry her along. You don't 
know how clever she is. I suppose they 
teach them monkey tricks at school. But 
if she once had her feet on the ground she 
would escape. 

When we were about a hundred yards 
from Eso's house, he left us. It is the 
custom that when a bride is being brought 
into the house, the bridegroom must not 
be in the house at the moment of her 
arrival. All the women in Eso's com
pound were in front of his house when we 
came to it. He had told them of his 
intentions before that time, and as soon as 
I was safely in the hands of his men, and 
on my way to his house, he had sent one 
of the men to tell the people at home that 
he had succeeded in getting me. 

My captors now set me down in front 
of the door-step, and two of the strongest 
men there held me firmly. Eso's first and, 
therefore, oldest wife came forward with 
a calabash of water in her hand. She 
poured some water ontO my feet as was 
the custom. I kicked the calabash from 
her hands with a wet foot and when the 
calabash broke on the ground consterna
tion arose among those who were looking 
on. I even heard one say, " What kind of 
stubborn bride is this? Let her wait just 
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a bit, though. Before two weeks are out 
her husband will thrash the devil out of 
her. Eso does not stand any nonsense 
from any woman." 

Another calabash was brought with 
water in it. The eldest wife, standing out 
of reach of my feet this time, again poured 
some water on my feet, and handed the 
rest to a woman who had been Eso's 
latest wife until he decided to add me to 
the list. She threw the rest of the water 
on the roof. When this is done, the bride 
should be taken into the house so that 
some of the water coming down from the 
roof may fall on her head. It is the custom. 

As soon as the water was thrown on the 
roof, I suddenly began to struggle so that 
the two men should not carry me inside 
under the water that was trickling down 
from the roof. My struggles took them 
unaware so that for a moment no hand at 
all was on me, but as I turned to fly I was 
seized very violently. The water had now 
all come down from the roof, except for 
one or two drops, but they couldn't go 
for water a third time. 

I was carried across the threshold, some 
of those who carried me cursing under 
their breath and promising to take it out 
of me once I was in their power as their 
kinsman's new wife. I was taken into the 
innermost room of the house, a very small 
room, and was locked in with two of the 
women of the house. 

For a man to seize his fiancee and drag 
her by force to his house and make her his 
wife is no rare thing in our village. If 
the man has paid the dowry and done all 
he should do for his fiancee, and the girl 
is so fond of her parents' house that she 
does not want to leave it, or if she favours 
another man's attentions, it is quite on the 
cards that" her fiancee will come one night, 
iure her out and carry her off. 

Mter some time in my little prison, I 
heard the voices of my relatives in the 
parlour. They had come to ask that I 
might be returned to them. All relatives 
always come with tears and supplications 
to take a seized bride back, though they 
very seldom succeed. I knew my praents 
were glad Eso had taken me, but if they 
had not come according to custom, they 
would have been accused of heartlessness. 
I heard my mother pleading tearfully
crocodile tears I-and talking of what a 
help I was at home and how 1. should be 
allowed to stay with them some months 
more. My sister was weeping loudly in 
real earnest. But soon they went away. 
They had not even been allowed to see me. 

Some time later, when Eso appeared at 
the door of the room, the two women rose 
to go. I said that they should. not go, 
and that if Eso came near me I should 
kill myself. I told Eso that he was getting 
into trouble by not letting me go with my 
parents, and sooner or later I would have 
the law on him for kidnapping me. Was 
not that enough trouble for him, I asked. 
Then I swore by one terrible god of war 

whom, as a warrior, Eso worshipped, that 
I would kill myself if he did not lea ve me 
alone and go away. The women still 
stood in the room listening. 

" If the girl is giving trouble, two of us 
can come and help you subdue her," said 
one of Eso's kinsmen, showing his face at 
the door. I felt hot all over. There I 
was, standing, looking defiantly at Eso 
with two women and a man looking on. 
The latter guessed the situation. 

" Shall I go and find another man? " he 
asked Eso. 

Eso was deep in thought and he did not 
answer. I knew that if those two men 
came I was doomed. They would leave 
the way open next morning for me to go 
home if I wanted to, and expect me back 
within ten months with a baby in my 
arms. If that was the condition I knew I 
would not go back home. I should just 
stay and be a quiet wife. That was why 
my parents had been told to come for me 
in the morning if they wanted me back. 

The man went away to fetch another. 
Eso turned to the women. 

"You two can go." 
They knelt in salutation before they wen 

froin his presence . 
. " Why don't you want to be my wife? " 

Eso asked me in a conciliatory tone, "I 
am rich and I can give you anything you 
want." , 

" I do not want your riches. I do not 
want to be your wife. Do you not yet 
have enough without me?" 

" Oh! but come," he said a trifle im
patiently, "You're mine, you know. 
Your parents gave you to me and received 
a large sum as a dowry from me. If I 
let you go, where will they get the money . 
to repay me ? " 

" I don't know and I don't care," I said. 
He moved nearer. . 

"I tell you again, that if you come 
nearer, I will kill myself and you will be . 
tried and hanged for murder," I said 
violently. " Bettedet me go," I said more 
quietly. "You know that European 
missionary who came to our school last 
year? He and his wife, a doctor, made 
friends with me. I have written letters to 
them and they know all about you. They 
said that if ever I was in trouble I was to 
let them know, wherever they were. If 
you keep me here, sooner or later they will 
come and help me get you into trouble for 
kidnapping me. Do you know that in 
Lagos and places where Europeans are, 
people are not allowed to take wives by 
force? " 

I got him there. All these village people 
are very much afraid of Europeans and 
European laws. 

" That is certain future trouble for you," 
I went on. "But if you lay a finger on 
me then be ready for an ignominous death 
sooner or later. There are some things in 
my hand, which I have just taken from the 
pocket of my tobi, and I can easily kill 
myself now. I have a small sharp knife 
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and a needle here. I have some red ink 
powder which is highly poisonous." 

Eso knew nothing about ink powder, 
so I could easily hoodwink him in that 
direction. 

" There are still about five paces between 
us. If you move one pace nearer, I will 
swallow the ink powder and then cut my 
throat with the little knife your blacksmith 
nephew gave to me. If! die, my European 
friends will see to it that you are not tried 
in this village where they may let vouoff 
very lightly, but in Lagos. The lands of 
your family and all your property will be 
confiscated and you will be hanged." 

I then sat down on the mat, looking at 
him. When the man returned with 
another man, the position seemed to be 
less defiant than before. 

" Shall we come? " asked the first man 
doubtfully at the door. 

Eso pondered for a moment. 
Then, " No, you can go," he said. 
I took a very deep breath. He closed 

the door and I rose up at once with my 
fears and my determination renewed. But 
he lifted a screen which I had not noticed 
before and went into an adjoining room, 
where I soon heard him snoring. 

I sat alone, sleepless, in the little room. 
In the middle of the night the ' oil in the 
oil-lamp was used up and the light went 
out. I got up and huddled first in one 
corner, then in another. A thousand fears 
were in my mind. At daybreak Eso came 
out of the room where he had slept and 
passed out at the door without greeting 
me, though he knew I was there in the 
darkness. As a matter of fact he had been 
doing some hard thinking as to how he 
should get himself out of the embarrassing 
position in which he found himself. 

His position was thus. He, Eso, had 
not been able to subdue a mere girl, whom 
he had bought with his money. He could 
not reconcile himself to that. Yet, if he 
kept me with him, he feared he would get 
into trouble through my European friends, 
as I had assured him he would. But a 
more immediate difficulty was to be faced. 
When he went out at daybreak, his relatives 
would ask him, as was customary, if the 
bride had been virtuous. What would he 
say ? Yet they must not know that he 
and his bride had spent the night in 
separate rooms. If they knew, Eso would 
be the laughing stock not only of the 
whole household but of the whole village. 
Such was Eso's position. 

"Eso has just come out of the room," 
said somebody nearby. "He would have 
been the merest simpleton had he not 
subdued that girl. He has spent an awful 
lot of money on her. He wasted money 
sending her to school and after he had 
paid the dowry he had to give her mother 
some money to buy her clothes." 

I now understood where the new things 
my mother had bought for me had come 
from. The more I discovered about how 
much Eso had spent on me, the more 

angry I was with the parents who had 
practically sold me. 

However, Eso had answered the ques
tions his relatives must have put to him 
about me ; they all came and smiled at me. 
The one who had volUnteered to come 
with a companion and help Eso last night 
now came and teasingly asked if I still 
wanted to go home. I said, "Yes," and 
he said I would be allowed to go if I 
actually did want to go. He laughed then 
and wondered whether my parents would 
like to feed another man's wife. He left 
me and went away. 

Later in the morning my clothes-most 
of them the new ones paid for by Eso
were Qrought from my parents' house. 
They brought me a well-cooked breakfast 
after I had had a cold bath which I asked 
for. They had sent my small sister and 
many small cousins to be with me in 
Eso's house until the first seven special 
days' stay in my husband's house was over. 
After these seven days every bride is 
allowed to go and visit her parents for the 
first time after leaving them. ' Then she 
settles down in her husband's house and 
may have a small sister or two, or nieces, 
to stay with her and run errands for 
her. 

The breakfast they brought for me had 
been specially cooked, but I refused to eat. 
I feared that they might have put some 
drug or other into the soup, as was the 
customary course adopted with stubborn 
brides. The whole household came to 
beg me to eat-some asked me not to be 
shy. Some thought I was being stubborn. 
But everybody did his or her best to try 
and make me eat. I would not eat. 

Lunch time came, and still I did not eat. 
In the evening my supper was left in the 
room in the hope that I might eat it during 
the night when nobody was near. I did 
not eat it, but when in the night the oil in 
the lamp they left with me and my small 
companions gave out, I was glad to find 
that the meat in the soup brought me at 
supper time was good, fat pork. I washed 
the pieces of meat thoroughly in the water 
I was to have washed my hands in before 
eating. When I thought I had washed it 
enough to free it from the ingredients of 
the soup, especially salt, I separated the lean 
meat from the fat and left the former in the 
water. Out of the fat I squeezed as much 
water as I could, and put the fat in the lamp 
to melt and act as oil. The wick gave a 
sickly flame and the melting fat had a 
nasty smell, but it was better than no light 
at all. I did not sleep that night either. I 
looked enviously at my little niece and 
sister and cousins sleeping soundly, fearing 
nothing. 

In the morning one of Eso's younger 
wives came to clear away the food that had 
been left with me as my supper. When 
she saw the food apparently untouched, 
she began to grumble at having to cook 
for someone who would not eat the food. , 
She interrupted her own grumblings witl~ 
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a loud peal of derisive laughter. She 
threw her head back and laughed. 

" So" (the scorn in the voice which was 
purposely loud enough for me to hear 
cannot be expressed on paper), "So it is 
meat alone that our fine bride feeds on I 
Ha I ha I What an inexpensive bride to 
be sure I And she could easily get costly 
food to eat, since her husband is so rich." 
(She stressed the " her" as if Eso was not 
already the husband of fifteen women, 
including herself.) 

" Living on meat when there's European 
diet to be had for money! What an in
expensive taste I Why doesn't she ask for 
sardines (pronounced " sandin ") milk and 
cheese and bread and tea and wine? " 

To sirriple village folk, everything im
ported seemed costly. Hence she thought 
tea, milk, cheese and sardines would be 
much more expensive than meat. She 
continued to laugh scornfully until she left 
the room. 

She was telling another of Eso's wives, 
a woman of about her own age, about it all 
when they found the lean part of the meat 
in the water basin. Both of them laughed, 
jeered, and spoke with coarse loudness. 

"Stranger and stranger I" they com
mented. "The bride' who would not eat 
feeds only on fat. We had better tell the 
Lord of Creation (an impertinent term 
for, their domineering and close-fisted 
husband Eso) to buy a herd of swine and 

, get some swineherds, so that our fine 
educated lady can get fat to live on." 

In the middle of the night that had 
passed, I had somehow thought of abandon
ing resistance and becoming Eso's wife. 
Lack of food for a whole day and lack of 
sleep for two nights were thus combining 
to weaken my will. But now, seeing what 
sort of women I should have to live with, 
and ' live under, as Eso's wife, my deter
mination was again strengthened. I refused 
to touch my breakfast and treated my lunch 
in the same fashion. Everybody came to 
ask me to eat. Everybody asked me what 
I wanted. I answered the questions all in 
the same words : "I want to go home to 
my parents." 

" But wait till the seventh day has come 
and you can do as you like. Meanwhile, 
eat." 

I usually made no answer to them after 
that. In the evening I refused to eat an 
early supper they had brought. Every
body about the place was now grumbling 
about the food and labour I was wasting. 
They decided that my husband (in the eyes 
of all but myself and his frustrated self) 
should do something about it. 

The men of the house called a meeting 
with Eso. They decided I was a very 
obstinate girl into whom they would very 
much like to knock some sense, but they 
did not want anybody dying of starvation 
in their house. I would get them into 
trouble. They decided that Eso should 
send me home that evening and later my 
parents would send me back if they found 

I was to bear Eso's child. I believe Eso 
valued his prestige more than anything 
else in the world, for he could not tell them 
that he was surely losing me and that they 
could not expect any baby of his from me. 
I believe he would not have told them to 
save his life. He pretended to agree with 
them in expecting me back within a year. 

Eso was indeed losing many things. 
He was losing the money he had spent on 
me, because he knew he would now be 
unable to claim it from my parents, who 
had handed me over to him. He was 
losing the battle between me and him, 
between my stubbornness and his love of 
subduing stubbornness in anyone. Only 
he himself knew the full extent of what he 
was losing, and beside himself only I knew 
that he was losing anything at all. But 
his prestige was more to him than all these 
things he was losing. He would hate to 
be the laughing stock of the whole village. 
And so Eso let me go. 

CHAPTER Ill. 

IT was my fifth evening at home; the 
seventh evening and the sixth ,day of my 
cc marriage." For all I was so weak 
through hunger and lack of sleep, I had 
walked briskly enough to my parents' 
house when I was released from Eso's, 
with two elderly women to come and 
explain the situation to my parents. 

I could never feel safe unless I was out 
of our village, for Eso might be making 
other plans for securing me. The days I 
spent waiting for the reply to the clumsily 
respectful letter I had written were days 
of intense suspense. And now I held the 
reply in my hand. The boy to whom I 
had entrusted the letter, which I had 
written immediately after my return to my 
father's house, had not failed me. He was 
travelling to the town where my missionary 
friends lived, and had now returned. After 
a fearful pause I opened the letter with 
trembling hands. It was a gracious reply 
to my plea for help. The wife of the 
missionary was a doctor, and she ran a 
Nurses' Training Centre. Her reply was 
to ask me to come to her and she would 
train me as a nurse. At least that was 
enough plans for the next year (the training 
was a twelve months' training). 

For me it was more than enough. I 
packed a few clothes into a little wicker 
portmanteau a school friend had made for 
me. The town I was going to was 
eighteen miles from my village. To me 
it was an easy six hours' tramp. The 
motor service between our village and the 
town was very irregular owing to bad 
roads. Besides, if I were to go by lorry, 
everybody would see me and I should 
probably be detained. I had done my 
packing secretly, or else my parents would 
have sent for Eso to stop me from" running 
away." 

I could not sleep that night. I got up 
at about 3-30 a.m. and left the house at 
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about 4-0, moving very quietly so as not 
to rORse anybody. My joy at the freedom 
that seemed so near to me was greater 
than my fear of the darkness. 

I made my journey at morning-walk 
pace-an average of three and a half. or 
four miles an hour. By 6 o'clock I was 
about seven miles from our village. I 
reached the doctor's at about 10 a.m., 
having had some minutes' rest at intervals 

on the way. When the doctor and her 
husband smiled at me and showed me 
where I was to live with the other nurses 
in training I felt that I would never ex
perience a happier moment than that in 
my life. At last I was free and safe from 
all molestations. 

There was "nothing so sweet" to me 
at that moment as my newly-gained 
freedom. I was free , jree . • . 

0..-..----

Benin Wood Carving 

1!lII;~ 
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An Ilesha Mystery 
Samples of old brass work from the Ilesha district. These and many similar 
brass objects were collected by Yoruba women in villages round about Ilesha 
and sold to the Nigerian Railway for scrap metal. Fortunately the Railway 
authorities drew the collection to the attention of the Editor of " Nigeria," 
and they have now been safely stored pending the establishment of a museum 
at lfe. The Editor would welcome information from any readers able to 
throw light on the origin and purpose of these objects. The scale at the 

top represents inches. 
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Old brass bangles from Ilesha. See page 213. 

Ilesha Antiquities 
See page 213. 

A further collection of old 
brass objects from the Ilesha 
district. Some of the bangles 
are very heavy. The head
less male figure, 9 in. high, 
appears to be holding symbols 
of the Ogboni Society. Ilesha 
is in the Yoruba country about 
63 miles North, North-East 

of Ibadan. 

NIGERIAN ART 
By LEoNUNDERwooD. 

In this article Leon Underwood, the well-known English painter 
and sculptor, surveys the influence of old-time African art on 
modern .European art, and indicates the value that young West 

. " African artists can derive from a stucfy of the works of their 
. forefathers. 

XN exhibition of Nigerian 
art was recently held 
at the British Council 
Reading Room, Lagos. 

Many of the exhibits were col" 
lected from centres of art during 
my tour in Nigeria. In a lecture 
delivered at the time of the 

. exhibition sorIle impressions wer~ 
given of Nigerian art, as I found 
it there to-day. My mission . to 
survey the subject for the British 
Council in London led me home 
with some observations, both odd 
and sad, in my notebooks. I 
came out on behalf of a body 
whose function is the diffusion of 
British Culture abroad, but my 
survey indicated clearly a pressing 

The Author. primary need for the diffusion of 
African culture in Africa before 

any mutual exchange of cultures could take place. For it is .becoming very 
well understood in Europe, the birthplace of the intellectual approach in 
art, that an appreciation of the art of any other time and place may be had 
only through that of the living art of one's own time and people . 
. " .. Since my return from British West Africa an exhibition of the works 
oft\Vb French artists, Matisse and Picasso, has been presented in London 
~t the Victoria and Albert Museum by the British Council. Paris is con
'~idered to be the centre of the modern European school of painting. The 
inspiration for the technique of which is largely drawn from Mrican art, 
and the influence of which has recently extended over the art schools of 
~urope and beyond. Those familiar with African art who go to this 
exhibition will be struck with a similarity of form and expression in Picasso's 
paintings,. as evidence of the debt which modern European style owes to 
'Africa. For the benefit of those who were not at the Lagos lecture this 
article is taken as an opportunity to make a brief re-statement of the play 
of influences in art to-day between Africa and what we call Europe-the 
:w'estern World. My Lagos audience was informed that Europe had 
~)Utgrown its old tradition, the cult . of intellectual or natural proportions, 
the basis of European style for over two thousand years, since the Greeks 
who perfected and established it in Europe and from whom the Western 
World inherited it. For the modern European artis t it is now a thing of 
Ehe past. 

--------0-----
" On page 212 is shown a chest carved in mahogany by Mr H. I. Erhabor 
r:Ber#n carver), 175 Igboshere Road, Lagos. The chest measures 15t in. high, 18 in. 
long and 13 in. wide and is carved in deep relief. 
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Ibo 
Embroidery Work 

CB) 
Embroidered canvas costume from 
the Nsukka Division, Onitsha 
Province, as worn with the white 
Abogho Mmo mask. This cloth 
is known as the Omoba costume. 
Compare the technique of pattern 
expression with the mask CA) and 

the Picasso painting . 

• 

All cults pass in time and this one was given the finishing blow by the 
recent invention of the camera, which is automatically so much better than 
any artist at proportions-putting things in the right place or making them 
look natural. Photographic realism in European sculpture and painting 
consequently died. African artists, in the past, have never been bothered 
with this intellectual problem of the Greeks; of putting the eyes in the right 
place, or intellectual proportions. But to-day their concern about it struck 
me as somewhat ironical. Westernisation descends upon them, in the 
artistic sense of time, suddenly. Before the young African has realised 
that the intellectual proportions---"--for which Europe is famous and which he 
would emulate-are now departing in Europe and the artist there puts the 
eyes in the head anywhere-just as the African's forefathers did. The 
artistic forefathers of Africa modified the natural proportions of things they 
saw without reference to the criticism of the intellect, which they had not 
developed, to compare these forms with the forms of nature. They 
modified forms as composers modify sound according to musical law. 

Obviously, the African artist is going to develop intellectually in the 
future on the lines of the European artist. But in his contact with Europe 
he will want to cut out a lot of the by-paths of European endeavour, now 
being discarded, to come at once into touch with its contemporary living 
art. It is for this reason that he will need to familiarise himself more 
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An oil painting by 
the modern Europ
ean artist, Picasso. 
Little attention is 
given to photo
graphic realism. Ex
pression is by pattern 
derived from such 
primitive African 
works as CA), CB) 
and CC). Primitive 
art might well be 
defined as any art 
which speaks di
rectly, without the 
intellect comparing its language with the appearance of nature .. 

(This reproduction is by courtesy of The French Copyrights Co.) 

CA) 
A white wooden mask, Abogho Mmo, carved by 
Nwafo A tu, of Awkuzu, Onitsha Division. It 

represents a maiden. 
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CC) 
A crown in coloured bead work belonging to the 
Ogoga of Ikere, Ondo Province. At the centre is a 

face worked as a pattern. 

generously with the traditional art of his forefathers, which has had so large 
an influence in the making of the modern European school. Such 
familiarity, ,with the wide range of expression that African art presents, 
will be his best introduction to European art of to-day. From thence he 
can go backwards in his studies of European art; if he wishes to find out 
for himself' how the two came to ultimately converge and to see what 
Europe has derived from its study of African art and what it has contributed 
to it from its own artistic and intellectual resources. In short, he will be in a 
position to absorb from Europe, just as Europe has absorbed from Africa. 
A real mutual affinity of progression will be established, which is the 
benefit of art and all cultural activity. 

SCULPTURE 

The wood sculptures exhibited in the British Council Exhibition were 
chiefly Y oruba; several works of Bamgboye, the fine living carver of 
Iloffa, !lorin Province, and some small carvings by his pupils of the Native 
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y oruba Wood Carving 

An example of Yoruba wood 
sculptor's work. A ceremonial 
bowl. An impressive feature is 
the compositional character of 
the carving. The figures, picked 
out in colour, are bound in 
groups witJr perfect sculptural 

unity . 

Administration school at Omu; carved boxes and panels by Opame of 
Benin and some panels by pupils of Edo College there. A carved woo~en 
coffer, from Benin, a fine wrought-iron staff from Ife and a carved foldlllg 
.chair in wood from the Belgian Congo were lent by Mr. E. H. Duckworth. 
Four carved eaves-posts in Bamgboye's finest style were lent by Mr. K . C. 
Murray. I met Bamgboye at Omu and saw s?me of his early wor~. 
Latterly, it appears, he has done maI?-Y repeat-C?pIeS of those works of h~s 
-.in greater demand because of theIr adaptabIlIty to modern . use. HIS 
oracle-table, in the exhibition, supported on the head of a kneelIng figure, 
is readily sought after as a coffee tab~e. An artist depend~ng on his work 
for a living, naturally tends to be gUlded by the work whIch sel~s, th(;>ugh 
.over-repetition does not improve it. It is up to patrons to glVe ~Im a 
-free-hand when ordering work, to encourage the enlargement of ~IS ex
pression instead of asking for exact repetitions of some work of hIS they 
may ha;e seen elsewhere. Another carver of merit I met was Makide, in 
-the rock-shelter of Abeokuta. He appears to do little work. He, too, 
.ought to be given more work to keep alive local ~radition. It i~ ~o. be 
regretted that a work of his did not reach Lagos in time for the· exhIb~tIO.n. 

The impressive feature about Y oruba woo~ sculptor's ~ork IS Its 
.compositional character. Figures are bound 1ll grou~s with perfect 
sculptural unity, which, in music, might be .called .f)lmphomc. T~e mast.er
piece in this vein, in the form of.a ceremomal food bowl, of which ~ slI~e 
-was shown on the screen and WhICh has recently gone from a collectIOn 1ll 

London to one in America, is reproduced again here for reference. The 
;subject of this presumably connects the two universal ones of motherhood 
,-and sustenance. Polychromatic colour picks out the parts and adds to the 
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effect of musical symphony. I would be glad if African readers could 
inform me more precisely about it. Especially about the significance of 
the loose head carved in wood, which is locked in the space between the 
legs of the central figures. 

We have to accept the fact that modern art expression has returned to 
this old style of expression-with a difference. The modems have arrived 
at it by an intellectual study of the old style. Therefore the modern to-day 
presents a challenge to his spectators: "Will you accept distortions, in 
the visual appearance, in order to receive a message?" A message which 
could not be otherwise delivered~obviously. The old art of the African 
artist was more direct and, in its day, made no such challenge to his 
spectators, because it had no intellectual ones. Every spectator in those 
days expected a message and he knew the language of artistic messages to 
be distortion, in some form and degree, of the visual appearance. Having 
now said so much, it is, I hope, not going to be difficult to take the stigmatic 
and reproachful bogey out of the word" Primitive." Primitive art might 
well be defined as any art which speaks directly; without the intellect, 
comparing its language with the appearance of nature. Superiority of the 
old. tradition for artistic expression, the intellectual endorses by his return 
to It. There are, of course, artists working in both the primitive and 
intellectual school traditions, who have no message to deliver. What has 
been said refers only to the language of art, and it has particular reference 
to. the transition which the African artist's language is immediately faced 
WIth. 

PAINTING 
A new art for Africa. Little painting has been practiced in the past 

and. the easle or portable picture is a purely imported form. The paintings 
exhibited were a selection of water-colour drawings by pupils of various 
schools: some, pupils of Mr. W. F. Jeffries at Bauchi; others, from the 
schools at Omu, Ilorin, Benin, etc. The remarkable African cha~acteristic 
of all is the use of pattern with a strong sense of colour. There remains 
no great distance to travel to an African school of painting in the near 
future. 

TEXTILES 

Woven cloths, tie-dyed cottons and some bead work from Abeokuta 
a~d Ado-Ekiti were also exhibitea. Other weavings came from more 
dispersed areas. Mr. Spottiswood lent some fine specimens from the 
Abeokuta district, both of narrow and wide loom weave. Ibadan Ilorin 
Esie, Ikere, Ikare, and Kano in the Northern Provinces also con~ributeJ 
fine pieces. Amongst these was to be seen the emergence of a new 
tradition of weaving in wide loom cloths. The units of pattern, in the old 
narrow loom tradition, were evolved by past weavers for the narrow loom. 
Wh~n the narrow strips from these looms were oversewn together to form 
a WIder cloth, the units, or part units, fitted together, with the stitches of 
oversewing, to form the most perfect and harmonious whole. Now that 
the. wider loom is ~oming in, it will take time to adapt traditional patterns 
to It. What was hitherto done on the narrow loom by time and experience 
now .becomes an unmanageable proposition on the wide one, without 
experIence, of the mathematical kind-applied mathematics. Results on 
the wide loom, comparable with those on the narrow loom, will not arrive 
until that experience has had time to mature. 

-~-----o--------
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ON WRITING 
By K . B. FORGE, 

Education Ojjicer, ilc Teachers' Training Centre, ([yo. 

T HE aim of writing is to carry thoughts and feelings from the writer 
to the reader. Good writing is simply writing which does this 
clearly, accurately and forcefully. 

* * * * * 
" Nothing in the trade of a writer is so important as a nice anxiety to 

say exactly what you mean." 
* * * * * 

No one writes well unless he first considers carefully: what he wants 
to say; why he wants to say it; who is going to read it ? 

* * * * * 
" Without pleasure there is no knowledge." Unless your writing is 

interesting to your reader, it is of no use to him. 
* * * * * 

Your reader is more interested in himself than in anything else. If 
he <:,annot connect what you write with his experience, he will not be 
interested in it. 

* * * * * 
" Make him laugh, make him cry, make him wait." (Dickens.) 

* * * * * 
Tell him something he does not know, and do not tell him what 

everybody knows. Write about what you yourself have seen, done, felt, 
and thought. 

* * * * * 
State facts, but give reasons for opinions. If there is the least doubt 

about the accuracy of a fact, say where you got it from. 
* * * * * 

" Tell stories very seldom, and never but where they are very apt and 
very short." (Chesterfield.) This applies to quotations and proverbs as 
well as to stories. 

* * * * * 
Avoid cliches as you would avoid the plague. 

* * * * * 
" If you think a passage you have written is very fine, cross it out and 

rewrite it." (Dr. Johnson.) 
* * * * * 

" Most people who write ill do so because they aim at writing better 
than they can." (Chesterfield, who gives the example of the man who 
meant, "He died poor," but wrote instead, "He expired in indigent 
circumstances.") 

* * * * * 
"Endeavour, before being tempted by the more showy qualities, to 

be direct, simple, brief, vigorous and lucid." (Fowler.) 
* * * . * * 

" Prefer the familiar word to the far-fetched." (Fowler.) 
* * * * * 

Prefer the active to the passive verb, the concrete to the abstract noun. 
* * * * * 

Choose verbs and adjectives with care: adjectives chosen carelessly 
are worse than none. Well-chosen verbs and adjectives are a sign of a 
good writer. 

* * * * * 
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A Raffia Work Picture 
A new idea in picture making from the Lake Leopold 
I I district, Belgian Congo. The picture, mounted in 
a dark wood frame, measures 3 ft. by 18 ins. and is 
formed by embroidering with red and black raffia 
threads on a background of very finely woven, cream 
coloured raffia. The feathers in the cap are real 
feathers, the drum is natural colour bark cloth. The 
arms, face, legs and body of the figure are also made 
of bark cloth, in this case dyed brown. Both the 
figure and drum have an embroidered edge. The 
small picture shows this detail. This method of 
working is highly decorative and lends itself to such 
subjects as portraiture and river and forest scenes. 

You will always improve your writing by getting rid of as many 
adverbs, conjunctions, and connecting phrases as you can. 

* * * * * 
For a British reader do not boast or exaggerate. State the facts and 

leave it at that. 
* * * * * 

Learn to write by reading, listening, writing, rather th~n by swotting 
grammars and phrase-books. 

* * * * * 
There are two kinds of idioms: those everyone must use, and those 

you need not use at all. If you try to use the second kind, and especially 
slang, you will be in danger of serious accidents. 

* * * * * 
Every writing should have a shape: a beginning, a middle, and an 

end: but" introductions" and" conclusions" are often a mere waste of 
words. Make a draft, leave it for a day or two, and then make a second : 
you can always improve by rewriting. 
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MUNGO PARK: 1771-1805 
By G. J. MOTT, 

Administrative Service. 

[It is of interest to note that practically the whole of this article was 
written while the author was touring in a launch on the Niger and 
that the manuscript received its baptism and nearly, indeed, went to 
a watery grave, when the entire script was carried f?y an unexpected 
gust of wind into the river and was only salvaged f?y prompt and 

energetic action.-EDIToR.] 

THE name of Mungo Park ranks high in the world's roll of great 
explorers. One of the earliest of African explorers, his two 
expeditions are one long tale of high endeavour, amidst difficulties 
and dangers, trial and tribulations, such as have fallen to the lot 

of few before or since: these in his first travels he faced alone and unaided. 
Proof of his high courage was never better illustrated than by his willing
ness, after the dreadful experiences of his first expedition, to return to the 
fray eight years later. 

Mungo Park was born in 1771, the son of a Scots family of yeomen 
stock. He became a surgeon, but it was not long before he became 
interested in Botany. As a result of his studies he became acquainted with 
Sir Joseph Banks, whose name is connected with many great exploring 
voyages, notably those of Thomas Cook, the founder of Australia. An 
early voyage to the East as a surgeon, in 1792, was' followed by his choice 
by the " Association for Promoting Discoveries in the Interior of Africa ,. 
to explore the course of the River Niger. 

The riddle which Park set out to solve is well described by Dr. Baikie, 
writing in 1856: "From the days of Herodotus to very recent times the 
theories which have been brought forward regarding the course and distri
bution of the Kwora or Niger, have been alike numerous and varied. 
Geographers both ancient and modern have exerted their utmost ingenuity 
in endeavouring to solve the mystery; and according as they believed in 
the westward or eastward course of the river, ranged themselves in two 
parties, the one pointing to the Senegal and the Gambia as the mouths of 
this mighty stream, while the other either conducted it through Lake Tsad 
to join the Nile, or else led it by a long dreary route to be identified with 
the Congo."* This was the riddle which Mungo Park so nearly solved, 
which by his death lay unsolved till the brothers Lander completed his 
work in 1830. 

Mungo Park's first expedition lasted for over two years, during most 
of which time he was entirely alone. It was in December, 1797, that he 
finally left Pisania, 200 miles up the Gambia River, and with a solitary 

. servant plunged into the unknown. It was not long before he must have 
regretted that he had not come better equipped and with a stronger party. 
The country through which he had now to pass was at that time the scene 
of anarchy and civil war, which was then indeed the state. of the whole of 
the country of the Upper Niger. The central authority of Timbuctoo was 
breaking down, weakened by successive revolts of the Bambarras, the Fulani 
and the Tuareg, the latter were then at the very gates of Timbuctoo itself. 
Into the country of the Bambarras, which was then the scene of battles 
fought between marauding bands of Bambarras and their erstwhile masters, 
the Moors, walked Mungo Park, with nothing to protect him but his own 
courage and determination to reach the Niger at all costs. It was not long 

* Baikie. Narrative of an Exploring Voyage, page 1. 
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before he fell into the hands of the Moors, by whom he was kept a close 
prisoner for nearly two months. There seemed no chance of escape. By 
this time he had lost most of the few possessions he had set out with and 
was weak from the privations which he had undergone. But, nothing 
daunted, he effected his escape and struggled on, in constant dread of 
recapture, reduced to beg for his meals in the villages through which he 
passed, with no guide, often losing the way, but still progressing towards 
his chosen goal. 

At last, on July 18th, he reached the Niger at Segou: here are his 
words: "And looking forward I saw with infinite pleasure the great object 
of my mission-the long sought-for majestic Niger, glittering in the 
morning sun, as broad as the Thames at Westminster, and flowing slowly 
to the eastward. I hastened to the brink, and having drunk of the water, 
lifted up my fervent thanks in prayer to the Great Ruler of all things, for 
having thus far crowned my endeavours with success."* 

* Mungo Park: Journal. 
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A Moor of the present day from Senegal. Mungo Park fell into 
the hands of the Moors soon after leaving the Gambia River. 

. His gr~at object achieved, his path lightened, he was now in more 
f nendly terrltory and was better received. He followed the river for some 
way to the e~st as far as Silla, but finding himself approaching the territory 
·of the Fulam on the left bank, and now anxious about his return to the 
Gambia, he turned back and followed it in the reverse direction to Bamako 
and Ko?li~oro, now the terminus of the French railway from Dakar. He 
was agam robbed of all he possessed by bandits. Finally, taking a more 
sout~erly route through Mandingo country, he set out to cross the No 
Man s Land between the two rivers. He reached Kamalia where at last 
worn out .with his travels he fell dangerously ill in September, 1796. He 
lay lIke ~hlS for some months nursed by his host, one Karfa Taura, whom 
he descnbes as a Slatee by race. It was not until April 19th, 1797, that 
h~ was ready to start out again, this time accompanied by his host and 
fnend Karfa. At last, on June 10th he reached the spot on the Gambia 
from which he had started out nearly two years before. 
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[Photograph by The Information Service, Belgian Congo 

When Mungo Park set out to explore the Niger some Geographers 
thought it was part of the Senegal . and Gambia Rivers. Others 
that it joined the Nile or the Congo. This old map shows it flowing 
out · of Lake Chad and forming part of the Senegal and Gambia. 

A period of eight years elapses. His journal was published on his 
return in 1799; in the same year he was married and settled down at 
Peebles to the quiet life of a country doctor. But his thoughts continually 
turned to Africa. Nor was the Association idle; other expeditions were 
arranged, but no great progress was made. Finally, it was decided to send 
out a large expedition, this time under Government auspices, and to Park 
was offered a leading place in it. It was an offer he could not refuse. He 
had drawn up a plan for an expedition to proceed to the Niger and there 
to construct a boat, in which the descent of the river was to be attempted. 
His plan was accepted and so, in January, 1805, he again set out for Africa. 

This time he was not to go alone, for when the expedition left Kayes 
on the upper Senegal river in June, 1805, and took the road for the Niger, 
it consisted of Park himself, two other gentlemen from England, . five 
carpenters to build the boat, and an escort of one officer and thirty-five 
soldiers from the garrison of Goree, a total of forty-four Europeans alone. 
But the rains had already begun, and the difficulties of the journey took 
heavy toll from the start; nearly every day saw another European fall by 
the wayside, so that when at last they reached the Niger at Bamako on 
19th, August, only six soldiers and one carpenter remained! They pro
ceeded down the river to Sansandling, where they set to work to build a 
boat. At last on 14th November, "His Majesty's schooner Joliba," a 
converted Bambara canoe, was ready to sail, and Mungo Park sat down to 
write his last letters. 

He was still full of courage and determination though only three other 
Europeans now remained to help him. On 19fhNovembe~ they at last 
set out, four Europeans and six Afircans, down the Niger whither they 
knew not. The voyage, we know, ended in disaster at Boussa. But the 
rest we can trace from the account of one of the African survivors and from 
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TO MUNGO PARK 1795 

AND RICHARD LAND ER 
1830 WHO TRACED THE COURSE 
OF THE NIGER FROM NEAR ITS 
SOURCE TO THE SEA. 

BOTH DIED IN AFRICA FOR AFRICA 

Copy of the inscription on the plaque on the Monument 
to Mungo Park and Richard Lander shown on page 225. 

our modern knowledge. The expedition dared not venture ashore too 
often, especially passing through Tuareg country: it relied on the 
superiority of its firearms to ward off any attacks made on the canoe. At 
first, progress would be comparatively easy along the navigable portion cif 
the middle Niger, past Timbuctoo to Ansongo. Here the rapids and 
narrows begin, which stretch at wide intervals all the way down to Boussa, 
here also the Tuareg are to be encountered along the left bank. Attempts 
would be made to intercept them at the narrow places and there would 
be the added dangers to navigation of the rapids. But the expedition, we 
know, triumphed over all these and passed out of Tuareg country, only to 
fall finally at one of the last real obstacles which stood between it and the 
mouth of the river and success. 

There are various accounts of how Park met his death at Boussa. 
Popular tradition, as related to Clapperton and Lander on later visits to 
Boussa, was that the people mistook him and his party for raiding Fulanis 
and opened fire on them, by which the party were compelled to attempt to 
save themselves by jumping into the water and were all drowned. It 
seems certain at least that Mungo Park was drowned in the Niger and that 
few, if any, of the party escaped. It is fitting that his monument should 
stand, together with that of Lander, at Jebba, where the Niger again 
becomes free of rapids, the goal he so nearly achieved! 

So perished Mungo Park, in the waters of that mighty river whose 
secret he set out to solve. His splendid resolve and wonderful spirit have 
made his name imperishable. Here are some of the words he wrote in 
one of his last letters, illustrative of his high purpose and strangely prophetic 
of his death: "Though all the Europeans who are with me should die, and 
though I were myself half dead, I would still persevere, and if I could not 
succeed in the object of my journey, I would at least die in the Niger! " 

----
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A "SEA HORSE" 

THE" Sea Horse" Hippocampus, is a highly modified member of the 
Pipe-fish family, and is shown in the photograph in its. m~st 
characteristic position, clinging to a piece of seaweed WIth Its 
prehensile tail. The pectoral fins are ~ituated well forward and 

can be seen projecting like ears from the back of lts head. These, togeth~r 
with the single dorsal fin, propel the fish slowly through the water as if 
carried by a stray current rather than by its own exertion. The re·semblance 
to drifting seaweed is increased by the char~cter and J:>ro:vn colour o~ the 
skin to which bits of detritus adhere so that It tones WIth Its surroundings. 
Too slow to pursue its food, the sea horse explores sea-weed fronds or the 
sea bottom in an oddly short-sighted fashion, and pick~ up small ~rusta~ea 
which may be resting there. The male has an abdomlnal pouch In which 
eggs and young are carried till the latter are able ~o fend for themselyes. 
This specimen, caught in Lagos harbour, was kept In a sea water aquarll.~m 
for several months and after a few days was persuaded to eat mosqu~to 
larvae instead of its normal diet. The mosquito larvae, although actlve 
enough to escape with ease, appeared unaware of their danger and several 
would be swallowed in succession without the least struggle. The photo
graph shows the fish life size. 
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G 
A and B-Stand for cups. 
C-Food cupboard. 
D-Meat 'safe support. 
E-Cake stand. 
F and G-Table legs. 

HOW TO PROTECT SWEET FOODS AND 
DRINKS FROM SUGA~ ANTS 

By E. H. DucKwoRTH . 

• T' · HERE are not many square feet of ground in West Africa where 
',' ants of one sort or another do not occur. I,n t~e bush it !S seldom 
, , easy to find an ant-free patch of ground to SIt on. Tmy sugar 
'. ants penetrate our houses and are particularly annoying. . 

, Most Europeans have at one time or another dozed off after a good 
supper and ten minutes later woke up to find a coffee cup and the sugar 
bowl swarming with ants that have apparently appeared from nowhere. 
Sugar ants make their nests in most unexpected places, inside the covers, 
of books, under floor mats, in the' crevices of furniture. 

The usual method of protecting cakes, jam, sugar and other sweet 
things is to put them in a meat safe or cupboard that stands with its 'legs. 
in bowls of oiled water or kerosene. This is a messy arrangement and the 
bowls sooner or later get forgotten and go dry. 

_ Many plants develop sticky hairs that protect the nectar in the flowers. 
from the depredations of ants. This suggested to the writer a very simple 
method of obtaining ant protection. Figs. A and B ' show how a cup of 
tea can be made 100 per cent. proof against an~s fqrany length of tirI?~ 
with no trouble whatsoever. The wooden ' stand has a small cake tlU 
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soldered or fixed with nuts to the central upright. The inside surface of 
the tin is smeared with vaseline. One smearing will remain effective for 
several years. No ant can pass the sticky surface. The inverted position 
of the tin assists in keeping dust off the vaseline. A small cupboard (Fig. C) 
provided with a shelf is useful for cakes, tarts and tins of jam. A Public 
Works Department hanging meat safe is provided with a cone for kerosene. 
It is fixed base downwards on the supporting rod. If the cone, Fig. D, 
be reversed and the inside treated with vaseline, ant problems cease. A 
portable shelf with ant-proof legs, Fig. E, is useful in a kitchen. Table or 
cupboard legs of rectangular section can be fitted with small sheet-metal 
protectors, Fig.F. These can be easily made by anyone capable of using a 
pair of tin snips and a soldering iron. It would, no doubt, be possible to 
give protection to wooden table legs by turning a deep groove in each leg 
as in Fig. G and smearing it with vaseline. 

The vertical sllpporting rod shown in Figs. A and B and the legs in 
Figs. C and E were made out of i-in. diameter brass rod screwed i-in. 
Whitworth thread. If a thread be cut in the wood, one backing nut with 
a washer will secure the rod or leg to the wood. In Fig. A the upper 
wooden disc is 7 i -in. diameter and the lower 10-in. 

A drawing of an Ibibio dancing mask from the Eastern 
Provinces of Nigeria. 

It was carved for the Ekpo dance by Ukot Urua of Ukana, 
Ikot Ekpene, who died in 19.42. 
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A variegated sisal plant grown in a garden for the purpose 
of its decorative effect. - - ' 

A FRUIT ORCHARD FOR EVERY NIGERIAN 
SCHOOL 

By THE REV. KENNETH PRIOR, 

CM.S. Training College, Awka. 

EVEN the most casual reading of th~ history of exploration soon 
reveals the great importance placed, by travellers and e~plorers, 
upon the discovery of fruits. As far back as Moses, fru1ts have 
been an indication of the "fatness" or fertility of the land. In 

Numbers Chapter 13, the twelve spies brought a glowing report of the 
land of Canaan, saying, " Surely it floweth with milk and honey," and to 
prove their words, they said, " This is the fruit thereof," and they showed 
large clusters of luscious fruit. , , 

People in most northern countries ha>:e been well bless~d wlth frults 
and yet reports of the discovery of new fru1ts always greatly mterest them. 
Some explorers, after long and hazar~ous jour1!eys, have sai~ that all t?e 
perils of the journey were fully repa1d by tastmg of the dehghtful frUlts 
of those strange, far-away lands. . ' , 

Although ' northern countries are well prov1ded wlth good frUlts, all 
of which are fully used, great quantities of new fruits, from d!st~nt places, 
are imported at very considerable expense and in England 1t 1S not un
common to pay as much as 2d. for a banana, 3d. for an orange, and 5/
for a pineapple. 

After considering these facts is it not strange to find that ~ny peop~e 
in the tropics, and particularly in Africa, pay little, or no attentlOn to fru1t 
even though it grows luxuriously and costs 1;mt little? . , . 

Scientists have studied the value of fru1t as an art1cle, of human d1et 
very extensively and have proved definitely .that ap~rt from its. ~ctual 
nourishing power, which is sometimes very h1g,h, frUlt has t~e ablhty. to 
ward off disease from the human body and sometlmes to cure d1sease wh1ch 
has already begun. , , 

The following story should interest all Afncan readers. In a certam 
West Coast town a mother whose baby was suffering from a mouth ailment, 
common among the children of that district, took her child to the doctor 
for treatment. The doctor examined the baby and asked the mother a 
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number of questions and then said, "I shall not give you any medicine 
to-day, but I want you to go away and give the baby the juice of two ripe 
oranges every day for a week and then come back again." The mother 
was surprised at this strange order, but nevertheless went and did as the 
. doctor advised. At the end of the week the mother returned with her 
baby. The doctor looked at the child's mouth again and said to the 
mother, "Well, what about the medicine?" The mother smilingly 
replied, " He's all ,better. He doesn't need medicine now." Just imagine, 
two oranges a day for a week and the disease all gone. There are diseases 
in Africa which would be cured, or which would never begin at all, if the ' 
people ate sufficient fruit. 

It is high time that we ceased to think of fruit as something with which 
to amuse the children or for the women to suck while the men talk and ' 
drink wine. Fruit is a God-given bounty and beneficial in the following 
ways: 

(1) It is a food. Not all fruits contain the same amount of nourish
ment but all have definite food value. 

(2) Fruit is a preserver of health and a guard against some diseases. 
Hidden in the fruit are mysterious substances, called vitamins, 
which have remarkable health-giving properties. The juice , of 
two oranges a day for one week cured the baby of which we wrote. 

(3) Fruit is a marketable commodity and the sale of it brings con
siderable profit to those who deal in it. Wise people purchase 
fruit even though it has to be transported long distances by carrier, 
canoe, or train, for they realise that apart from nourishing their 
bodies it fortifies them against disease. 

A great many schools in Nigeria are now beginning to think of 
improved compounds and beautified yards . Some schools are undertaking 
planned agricultural activities and fruit growing as one phase of this new 
endeavour. But not all schools are able to launch out into this new 
enterprise, for some have not enough land for a good school farm; never
theless, very, very few, if any, have not enough land on which to plant 
some useful fruit trees. 

Some schools plant ornamental flowering trees for shade and beauty, 
and that is a perfectly good thing to do, but ornamental trees produce no 
edible fruit and where land is scarce or difficult to obtain, useful fruit trees 
can be used for shade, for beauty and, at the same time, for the production 
of a crop of nourishing and health-giving fruit. 

In schools where there is sufficient land available for the purpose, the 
planting and careful maintenance of a fruit plantation, or orchard, is to be 
strongly recommended, and the same applies to church compounds as well. 
If you are interested in laying out a fruit orchard and desire information 
and advice on the matter, you should apply to your local Government 
Agricultural Officer, or to some experienced and interested person and you 
can be assured of getting all the help possible. A pamphlet entitled, 
" The Planting and Management of Citrus Fruit Trees" is available in the 
bookshops and should be helpful to those beginning fruit growing. 

A well-planned and well"kept orchard in a school compound, apart 
from supplying a quantity of beneficial fruit (which can be either distributed 
among the pupils, or sold in the local market) provides an excellent outdoor 
classroom where many lessons taught in the indoor classroom can be 
clearly demonstrated. 

Then, too, during these days of agricultural change and development 
there is the important factor of demonstrating sound agricultural practice 
for the benefit of the whole community. . 

There is little doubt but that Nigeria would be a better place in which 
to live if it were provided with an abundance of good fruit. 

, -
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ART MATERIALS 

THE DOG 

~() \\\' that Art 
Education is being developed in 
every country of the world, 
even to a greater extent than 
before the war, Nigeria must be 
well to the fore in this great 
stride forward. All modern 
and progressive Art Teachers 
know that it is useless to expect 
good work from their students 
unless they are equipped with 
the. finest possible materials, 
and Reeves' Water Colours and 
other art equipment are pre
pared especially to meet the 
demand of the up-to-date 

BRAND 

teacher. Our well tried No.20 
Paint Box is still a great fa
vourite with Nigerian teachers, 
as the Twelve carefully-chosen 
Colours in metal pans are suffi
cient to turn out really high
class work, while the brush 
included in the box is of 
dependable quality. Another 
reason for the popularity of 
this serviceable box is that refill 
pieces of colour for the metal 
pans can be obtained quite 

cheaply, making 
the box a very 
economical pro
position. Always 
use" REEVES' 
ART MATERIALS " 
and be su re of 

satisfaction. 

The C.M.S. Bookshop, 
Lagos, who stock our products, will be happy to advise you 
on latest prices and particulars of supply, etc., and also give 
you all possible help in procuring goods of our manufacture. 

DALSTON • LONDON Ea· ENGLAND 
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Some fruits which can be grown successfully in Southern Nigeria are : 
Orange Coconut Jack Fruit 
Lemon Sweet Sop Governor's Plum 
Lime Sour Sop Malay Apple 
Grape Fruit Sapodilla Rambutan 
Tangerine Avocado Pear Pineapple 
Banana Kola Nut Carambola 
Plantain Pitanga Udala (Ibo) Chrysophyllum sp. 
Pawpaw Mango Ube (Ibo) Pachylobus edlllis 
Breadfruit Guava Usukenduli 
Breadnut Cashew 

and there are other useful local fruits as well. 

Gathering figs at Ibadan 
Many wild figs are found in Nigeria but they are useless for eating. 
The edible type of fig here shown is much grown in England, Syria 
and elsewhere. A recent introduction to Nigeria, it grows very well 
producing a good crop all the year round. It likes a soil well supplied 
with water and cow manure. The photograph was taken in the 

garden of Mr. Zard. 

HOW TO OBTAIN "NIGERIA" 

In Nigeria, from all General and Cash Account Post Offices, Mission 
Bookshop, Principal Stores and Education Offices. 

On the Gold Coast, from the bookshops of the Scotch and Methodist 
Missions. In Sierra Leone from Post Offices and the Director of Education, 
Sierra Leone . . 

Copies can be obtained by post, post free in Nigeria, on forwarding 
a postal order for one shilling to the Editor, The Exhibition Centre, Marina, 
Lagos, Nigeria. The cost to places outside Nigeria is 1/2 post free. If 
desired, a subscription can be paid in advance to cover several issues. 

Readers in England can obtain copies from the Crown Agents for the 
Colonies, 4 Millbank, London, S.W.1, price 1/-, or post free 1/2. 
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A GEOGRAPHY OF NIGERIA 
By C. T. Quinn Young, M.A. 

and T. Herdman, M.Se. 

This book has been specially written for use in Nigerian 
Schools and is based on practical experience of their needs 
and a first-hand knowledge of the country. The first part 
of this book deals simply with the general principles of 
physical geography, and the second part applies them to 
Nigeria. 

With Maps and Illustrations. Probably 5 /-
(Rea4J; in the Spring) 

NIGERIA'S STORY-TOLD FOR CHILDREN 
By C. R. Niven, M.A. (Oxon), F.R.G.S. 

An excellent Supplementary Reader which the' teacher ca~ 
place in, the hands of the children as an introduction to the 
same author's History of Nigeria, already established as, a 
class book for the upper standards. The story is told in 
simple language and is copiously illustrated with pictures 
which will appeal to the readers. 
With Illustrations ' (New Edition in Preparation) 

JUNIOR SCIENCE FOR WEST AFRICA 
By A. J. Carpenter, M.B.E., B.A., F.L.S. 

This book is primarily intended for West Mrica, though 
useful for any area in which there is difficulty in obtaining 
other than home-made apparatus. It covers the first year 
of a suggested three-years' course and deals with very 
simple Physics and Chemistry. An historical approach is 
used and scientists from Archimedes to Faraday are 
associated with those sections in which their work mainly lay. 

With Illustrations. Probably 3/6 (Ready in January) 

ANIMALS OF WEST AFRICA 
By G. S. Cansdale 

This book should prove useful to students in senior schools 
and to teachers generally in West Africa. It is a study of 
mammals and birds in relation to the various types of 
vegetation. 

With Illustrations and a Map. 3/- (Now Ready) 

~ LONGMANS,GREEN & CO.LTD.,43AJbertDrive,LONDON-,S.W.19-
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HOME-MADE GRAMOPHONE NEEDLES 
By THE EDUCATION OFFICER AND STUDENTS 

Teachers' Training Centre, Uyo} Calabar Province. 

I T is guite easy to m:i,ke a first-clas~ fibre needle for your gramophone. 
ThIS needle gets rId of the scraplllg sound made by steel needles; it 
makes your records last at least twice as long; and it gives a good 
volume of sound. 

The best thing for making needles seem~ to be the sharp hard thorns 
at the end of sisal leaves (sisal is common all over tropical Africa and looks 
like a big fierce pineapple plant). 

The thorns you pick must be dark red and ripe, and the hard red part 
must be well over half an inch long. 

First, with a sharp knife, cut off all the soft wood, and leave only the 
hard red tip. , 

Take a cork, and cut ~ narrow " V " groove in it, less than one-tenth 
of an inch wide. Fit your thorn into this groove and use the cork to press 
the thorn and rub it on a cement surface- not too rough and not too 
smooth. Rub the tho~n on the cement until you have rubbed one side of 
the thorn quite flat. Then give it one-third of a turn in the groove, and 
rub that side flat in the same way. Do this once more, and you will have 
a thorn with three flat sides. See if it will fit into the three-sided hole 
which holds the needle in your gramophone sound-box. If it is still too 
big, rub each of the three sides on the cement again, using the cork, until 
the thorn goes into the hole easily. Don't make it too slack a fit: the 
fatter the needle the louder the sound. 

Make about 6 to 12 needles like this. It will take you about half an 
hour. Put them into the cork by their points and you have them altogether 
ready for use. 

These thorns will not play dirty records. So before you ,use them 
clean your records by placing them on a flat surface and brushing them 
round and round with a shoe brush. A very little shoe polish won't do 
any harm. Brush them till they shine. Be sure you put them on some
thing really flat to brush them or you will break them. The thorns may 
also wear out before the end of a record if you try to play a very loud 
record very fast. 

Have a second cork ready. When you have used a needle once, put 
it into the second cork so that you know which needles you have used 
and so that they are easy to find. 

When you put a fibre needle down on the record, do so very gently. 
When you have used all your needles once, sharpen them. This is quite 
easy to do by scraping the points with a razor blade. It takes about half a 
minute or less to sharpen one needle. Try and make the points long and 
thin like a very narrow" V." If you make them like a wide" V," then 
they will wear out before the end of a record, however sharp the tip may 
be. Take one needle at a time from the used-needle cork, sharpen it, and 
put it back into the ready-for~use cork. 

You can sharpen the needles and use them over and over again. They 
have to be sharpened for every record. They must be at least five-eight~s 
of an inch long: ' if they are not well over half an inch in length they WIll 
not play well. 

In practice you will find making and sharpening your own needles is 
quite quick and easy. They are far better than imported fibre needles and 
not nearly so hard on the record as steel needles. 
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NIGERIAN 

A MUD-BUILT HOUSE IN KANO, DECORATED WITH GEOMETRICAL PATTERNS 

Great quantities of ground nuts, hides and cotton 
are transported by the Nigerian Railway from Kano 

to the seaport of Lagos 

••••••• 1111111111111111111111111111111"11111.1111111111I1 

DURING THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDING 
31st MARCH, 1946, THE NIGERIAN RAILWAY 

CARRIED 

4,262,420 I, I 57,345 
PASSENGERS TONS OF GOODS 

WORKED 429,175,709 TON MILES 

AND ITS ENGINES RAN 

5,505,887 
MILES 
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RAILWAY 

A TRAIN PASSING OVER THE RIVER BENUE AT MAKURDI 
(Photograph by D. S. Foulkes-Roberts) 

FOR THE PRESENT THE NIGERIAN 

RAILWAY IS FULLY OCCUPIED 

WITH ESSENTIAL PASSENGER 

AND GOODS TRAFFIC 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111 ..... 1111111111111 

Headquarters Offices : A. J. F. BUNNING, C.M.G., M.lnst.T. 
Ebute Metta, NIGERIA General Manager. 
. Telegrams: U Railways, Ebute Metta. tf 
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Genuine only 

if made by 
HARBUTT'S 

ARTS 
CRAFTS 

HOBBIES 
and everyone is helped and improved by the use of that 
fascinating modelling material renowned throughout the 
world as Harbutt's .. Plasticine." It is always ready 
for use, ever-plastic and anti-septic, and because of the 
ease of manipulation it helps both young and old to 
express themselves, and to demonstrate and develop 
ideas in a way that is not possible in any other medium. 
"Plasticine" has hundreds of uses-in the school, home, 
workshop and laboratory, and as an amusement it is 
unsurpassed, for it is ever new and indestructible. 

BATHAMPTON • ENGLAND 

DRYAD HANDICRAFTS 
EDUCATIONAL CONTRACTORS FOR THE SUPPLY 
OF ALL CRAFTWORK MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 

NEEDLEWORK SPECIALISTS 
NURSERY TOYS AND EQUIPMENT 

PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS ON CRAFTWORK 

DRYAD LTD. 
DEPT. 146 

SAINT NICHOLAS ST., LEICESTER, ENGLAN:J : 
LONDON: 22 BLOOMSBURY STREET, w.e.! ' 
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FOR ADVERTISING 
SP ACE IN THIS 

MAGAZINE 

write to 

The Editor, "Nigeria," 
The Exhibition Centre, 

Marina, 
Lagos, Nigeria, 

West Africa 
Telegrams: "Ednigmag," Lagos. 

or to the Advertisement Manager: 

. 313 Old Bath Road, Cheltenham, 
England. 

'Phone: Cheltenham 52733 

AMERICAN 
P U BL I CAT I ON S 

posted to residents in 
Sterling areas 

Provided the reCipient also 
resides in the same area, 
W. H. Smith & Son are 
able to · accept ' subscrip": 
tions for American Publi
cations from residents in 
Sterling Countries. These 
are: 
(a) Any part of His 

Majesty's Domin
ions as well as the 
United Kingdom 
(except Canada and 
Newfoundland) ; 

(b) Any British Mandated Territory or Protec-
torate; 

(c) Egypt and Anglo-Egyptian Sudan; 
(d) Iraq; (e) Iceland and the Faroe Islands. 

SPECIMEN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 
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KIT AND EQUIPMENT 
TRY THE 

G. M. SERVICE 
(Est. 1880) 
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OF INSURANCE AND ALSO 
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LONDON' ENG. , 

, 

0/ 
EVERY 

; 

I 

DESCRIPTION I 



The Genuine Tools 

and 

for 

CARPENTERS, 

BLACKSMITHS, 

ENGINEERS, 

BRICK LAYERS, 

etc., etc. 

ALL BUILDING MATERIALS, ALSO 

HABERDASHERY, FANCY ARTICLES, 

AND PERFUMERY 
from 

The Union TradingCo. Ltd. 
LAGOS..;... ABEOKUTA - IBADAN 

NIGERIA 

xx 

For a picture 

sh arp and bright 

Don't forget 

to focus right 

SELO 
.F I L M 5 

PERRY & CO. (Pens) LTD. ~~~?~GNH~N~ 
THE CENTURY-OLD PENMAKERS 

No. 19 

No. 87 

No. 1922 

PERRY PENS RENOWNED FOR DURABILITY AND SMOOTHNESS 
MADE IN THE LARGEST PEN FACTORY IN THE WORLD 

For prices and samples apply to;-

36 LANCASTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 4 
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Posts and Telegraphs Department 
. . 

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS 

This man has a 
friend who rents 
a Post Office Box. 

Mallam Musa Shuwa, 

1T::i11 ~I 

c/o Mallam Habu Maigoro, 

P.O. Box 1234, 

KANO. 

On this page are shown correct methods of addressing letters: 

(I) Write the name clearly, add titles as necessary such as Mallam, Mr., Mrs., 
Esq., CM.G. 

(2) Put the address on a separate line underneath . 
(3) If your friend has a Post Office Box Number, add it in clear letters and 

figures. 

{4) If he has an address where letters are delivered by a postman or can be 
collected, write his house, office or business address very clearly. 

(5) Put the name of the town in LARGE letters. This is a great help to the 
sorting clerk. He can then see at once to what town the letter should go. 

(6) Fix the stamp in the top right-hand corner. If you put the stamp on the 
back or at the left the letter may .be delayed. Take care to put on enough 
stamps. 

(7) Always write your own name and address on the BACK of the envelope 
so that the letter can be returned to you unopened if it cannot be delivered. 

Mr. W. A. Aboaba, 

16 Green Lane, 

Posfage 
Stamp 

-'= 

Ebute Metta, 

LAGOS. 
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This man has an 
address where 
letters are delivered 
bra postman. 

SALES AND· SERVICE IN NIGERIA 

Make the World's most Popular Car your peace-time 
choice. You will not regret it. Ford Commercial and Private 
Units will solve your transport problems. Consult us 
regarding all matters relating to Motor Transport. 

Our Spare part and Workshop Service organisation · is at 
your call. 

SOLE NIGERIAN DISTRIBUTORS 

J. ALLEN & COMPANY, LTD., HEAD OFFICE, LAGOS 
Branches at ABA, BENIN CITY, IBADAN, JOS, KANO 

Should you require Insurance Cover 

MA Y WE SERVE YOU? 
We have hehind us a record 

of over 200 years 
SERVICE 

Write or telephone for advice 
in connection with 

ANY INSURANCE YOU WISH TO PLACE 

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE 
P.O. Box 112 

Lagos Branch Office: 
31 Marina 

Accra District Office: 

Horse & Pagan Road 
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No . 2 MUNGO PARK (1771-1805) 

The annals of African exploration have no sturdier figure than that of Mungo 
Park. Born in Selkirkshire on the 20th September, 1771, his life was crowded 
with adventure. 

His first journey to the Niger in 1795 . was made to learn the fate of an 
earlier Niger explorer, Major Houghton, lost without trace. Park's experience 
included seven months of fever and only an African's devoted nursing warded 
off a fatal onset. Starting from Gambia after many setbacks and hostility he 
reached the banks of the Niger at Segu (21 st July, 1796) the first European to 
look on the great waters. He retraced his steps and returned to England, sick 
and ill, but hardships endured seemed only to spur him on. 

In 1803 the stalwart Selkirkian set forth afresh, this time at the wish of the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, £5,000 being voted for the expenses 
of the expedition, the object of which was to determine the course of the 
great river. 

Out of the expedition of about seventy Europeans starting from the Gambia, 
only eleven of the party survived to reach the river and of those several died 
shortly after. Park and his party now set to work to build a boat which they 
named the" Joliba," and set off on their last fatal journey. Down the mighty 
river they slowly sailed, past Timbuctoo and into the Hausa country they 
navigated a thousand miles of river. Near Boussa the" 101iba " entered one 
of three channels, it was the wrong one, and the boat was smashed on a rock, 
and remained fast. Alarmed by the hostile attitude of tribesmen on the 
river banks, Park and his companions sprang into the rapids to escape, 
but all perished. 

Such was the fate of Mungo Park who will always be remembered as the 
greatest of African explorers. 

This is one of a series of biographical notes produced by The United Africa 
Company Limited to call attention to the valuable work of some interesting 
personalities who have doue their utmost to help the West African peoples. 
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NELSON BOOKS 

New Teaching for a New Age 
A. H. T. GLOVER 

.. An account of a great co-operative effort of teachers. 
administrators and local education authorities in a senior 
school ..• a most valuable contribution to the problem of 
re-organisation in education."- Education. 
Half-tone, line and colour illustrations. 155. net 

A NEW EMPIRf. SERIES 

Malaya: 
Outline of a Colony 

VICTOR PURCELL 
.. An introduction to Malayan 
affairs which is balanced, in
formative and good reading."
Times Educational Supplement. 
Illustrated. 6s. net. 

Britannia Overseas 
E. W. EVANS 

An outline chronicle of the chief 
units of the British Colonial 
Empire. Illustrated. 6s. net. 

Nigeria: 
Outline of a Colony 

C. R. NIVEN 
A District Officer of twenty 
years' experience gives an au
thentic picture of a Colony 
abounding with life and promise. 
I/Iustrated. 65. net. 

African Challenge 
JOSEPHINE KAMM 

The story of the British in 
Tropical Africa from the coming 
of the white man to the present 
day. Illustrated. 6s. net. 

Practical Work Books 
This increasingly popular series presents a practical approach 
to the usual school subjects. and some others. with special 
emphasis on the background of to-day and on citizenship. 
There is a minimum of" Talk" and many exercises. questions 
and illustrations. Stiff Covers, Is. 2d. 

A SELECTION OF TITLES 
ENGLISH 

:Wrltten Enclish, Books I, 1, 3 
Enclish at the Alert 
Stories for Actlnc 

ARITHMETIC. ETC. 
Direct Economics: Sums Without 
Words: More Sums Without Words 
My Family Budget: Work and Play 
Arithmetic, Book. I and 1: 
With Ruler and Compasses 

BIOLOGY 
Your Health and Mine 
Direct BloloCY 

GEOGRAPHY 
India: The French at Home: Ap. 
proach to Geography: Direct 
Geography: Life in the U.S.A. 
Australia: The United States of 
America: China: Life in the U.S.S.R 
Union of South Africa 

Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 
Parkside Edinburgh 



JOHN HOLT & CO. 
(Liverpool) LIMITED 

West African Merchants 

and Shipowners 

We have been engaged in trade between 
West Africa and Europe for over 
eighty years. 

We know the requirements of the 
countries we serve, and we are organised 
to cater for them. 

Controlled and restricted supplies still 
prevent us from giving to customers 
the service in Merchandise which we 
are organised to give. 

With the change over of industry from 
war to peace, gradually increasing 
quantities of merchandise should be 
available for export, and we hope 
eventually to offer an even larger range 
of goods than was available before the 
war. 

ROYAL LIVER BUILDING 
LIVERPOOL 

P ub lished by the E DUCATION DEPARTMENT, LAGOS, and Print ed in Great Britain by A. BROWN &SONS, LTD., 
Lon don and H ull . 


